Exclusive
J57-245
Exclusive
,IST-245
Exclusive Design, Exclusive Product
Japan Radio Company's new JST-245 is built alongside

commercial and marine products at their Tokyo factory. A

superbly presented transceiver giving the operator a sense of
occasion every time the silky smooth tuning knob is turned.
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All-Mode 150W HF plus Six metre
transceiver including built-in mains
PSI) and Auto Tuner.
HF Band Pin 50Piffr Rand
The 157.145 covers the 1.9MHz to 78Mlb
band dos the 50M112 band, and operates in
au the modes Including SSB, CNN, AM (MR
AFSK and FM.
Lenge Cram. LCD Display
The hoot pond features ergonomic design
write thoughtful placement of controls for
ease of operation and with an toy to read
large colour LCD desplay steer a high
resolution 41 dot digital bar meter.
Buift-in AC Pawner Supply
The bodkin AC power supply is of seething
type dengned for continuous transmission
at maximum output N is switchable
behreeen 96 135V and 170-164Y.
Mufti* Antenna Se/action
Three antenna connecbons are serenade
horn Me front panel. Antenna selection and
frequency band information can be stored
M memory.
Stable Frequency Cattroi
AI local reference frequencies we
generated by a single crystal oscalator and
stable frequency [011101in the minimum
5th increments es nude by a JRC unique

Dved Digital Synthemser (COS CI al a high
speed with very low phase noise, ersuring
superior frequency stability.
Bend Memory
Each band memory can stole frequency
mode, IF bandwidth. AGC, and antennas in
use. ensuring mitt reset to the final
operational status in each band in WY.
200 Chsrmel heetrrtory
A melody capacity of 2% channel,
prodded to store frequency, mode, filter,
AGC, antenna in use. stark shit tone SQ
RF MAP ON,OFF and no on
Other Standard !victim..
A variety of standarst functions are provided
, ',11.fing ASS with equalsee hi break. in
electron6 Yew, all-mode swede VOX
and F6 speech temp

RRP: 13495

ML PRICE £2295
Deposit from only 1299
& 12 a 1163.58
or 24 a 1100.20
or 36 a 172.51. APR 19 TA.

N !NW.
1-1
&s
140-142 Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London 13 993
Tel: 0181-566 1120 Fax: 0181-566 1207
e-mail: salec@martin-lynch.co.uk
WEB SITE: hltp:J/www.martin-lynch.co.uk
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1/22FRY
Il MEMORY Key
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17 CLEAR Key
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ENTER/042 Kee
79 MT Key
71 CLEM Key
22 X17Key
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25
25
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FS LOCK Key
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TUNER TIME Kee
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LW/95K Key
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... .
COMPRESSCIRITONE Central
36 COMPRESSOR
37 NO7CR 711ACKINGe501111.04Costlel
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39 11107C14 TRACKING Key
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MNMOR Kee
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New Products from Vine Antennas

!

Many members of CDXC are also enthusiastic VHF'

DX . ers. We are proud to present T E Systems
transistorised power amplifiers. A selection from the
extensive T E range follows. All these amplifiers are
13.8 VDC powered, have on-board GaAsFET
preamplifiers, and VOX (variable delay) or FIT hard
transmit switching.
Band

6m
6m
6m
6m
6m
2m
2m
2m
2m
2m
2m
70cm
70cm
70cm
70cm

Model

0506G
0508G
0510G
05500
05520
14050
1409G
14100
1412G
1450G
14520
4410G
44480
4450G
44520

Pwr In W

5
1
10
10
25-40
1-2
2
5-10
25-45
5-10
10-25
10
1-5
5-10
25

Pwr Out NV
80
170
170
375
375
100
150
160-200
160-200
350
350
100
75-100
185
185

£

309
359
319
499
459
299
319
329
289
559
509
359
419
569
529

Still available - our HF winners (Sept RadCom's
cover shows an Alpha 91(3 in GIOKOW's shack!),
and our extensive range of HF and VHF antennas.
Vine Antenna Products The Vine, Llandrinio,
Powys SY22 6SH. Tel 01691 8311 1 1 fax 01691
831386. Email ron"iip■ 3 \ dvdemon.co.uk
-

-

-
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DXING AT ANY SPEED!
by Hugh Cassidy, WA6AUD
(Originally published in the West Coast DX Bulletin 11 Oct 1977)
One of the local beady-eyed QRPers came up the hill last week, filled with doubting questions
as usual. "All this talk about the Inevitable Enigmas of DXing" he said, "I still don't understand
it all. Could you explain it to me?" Son of a Gun! When the obvious is so clear and the facts
are so easily understood, it is always difficult to explain the evident. But we tried again.
"How would you explain this?" we asked. "This police car nails someone on their radar doing
sixty-five in a forty-mile zone. So he sirens him down and politely asks the impatient driver
what the rush might be. The driver, fidgeting to get going, tells the policeman that he has had a
call at the office that 3Y0 is on and he is on an emergency trip home." We paused to ask the
QRPer if he was with us to this point and got an answering nod. "No sooner than he got this information, the police officer was back in his car and both cars were speeding down the pike at
sixty-five. Now, how could you explain all of this?" The QRPer was quiet for a moment and
then there was the dazzling, beady-eyed smile again. We had to shade our eyes. The QRPer,
however, was ecstatic. "They were both DXers ... right? But did that really happen?"
It was then time for our own beady eyed smile. "Have we ever told you anything but the plain,
solid and indisputable facts?" we asked and we had him there. For there are many strange things
in the world of DXing, some difficult to believe. Believe and you will understand. For those
who have believed, the Great Days of DXing are coming. Be on the housetops to greet the new
day! There are a lot of DX Believers . you will see them on their housetops at every dawn!
DX IS!

Many thanks to those worthy souls who contributed to this issue, particularly to G3XTT
and G3SWH who provided more than a few pages to quell your editor's anxiety! New
members
how about putting pen to paper and following MOAXD's example??
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EDITORIAL
Brendan J McCartney, G4DYO
Nobody claimed the major prize of an FT1000W, 2kW linear and 100 ft tower for
finding last month's deliberate mistakes.
OK it was hard - pages 20 & 21 were identical and the Contents table was slightly
awry! There is only one editor/ proof reader/
general factotum producing this magazine
and if brain fails - which it does frequently
with increasing years - rubbish results, for
which I can only apologise. The cock-up in
the Contents table on page 3, is puzzling as
it's an automated function within Word..
The "fix" for the problems is
as follows:
•

•

1) In the Contents table
change page numbers 19,
19, 19, 20, 20 to read 18,
18, 18, 19, 19.
2) Don't read page 21!
(Alternatively,
use
red/green spectacles and
view page 20 in glorious
stereo vision).

To the right is a reproduction
of the QSL card for my first
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contact with Spratly Islands, 1S1DX, back
in April, 1979. That DXpedition was
mounted by VK2BJL, K4SMX and KlMM,
who travelled by the yacht BANYANDAH and
searched for 10 days before finding a suitable, uninhabited, island in the group. After
being chased away from several islands once by gunfire - they eventually made
13,226 QSOs in 72 hours of operating - a
brilliant effort in those Golden Days.
Spratly is a more hospitable destination now
but those CDXC members who still need a
contact with Spratly are urged to turn to
page 10 for some adrenalin-boosting info..

010 OWS4/1/0 Wag

CONTEST CALENDAR

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT

the good work (and do leave some for me!)

Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

There were some changes on the Committee
this year Don G3OZF, Steve G4JVG and I
continue as President, Vice-Chairman and
Chairman respectively. Alan G3PMR is
taking on the Secretary role in addition to
his role as a Vice Chairman. Bob G3PJT
joins the Committee as Treasurer. Welcome
Bob and thanks to all the members for their
ongoing support. Dave GOIIXN and Mike
G4PFF retired as Secretary and Treasurer
respectively. Both have done a great job
over the past four years during which the
club has grown from around 100 to over 350
members today. Our thanks to both Dave
and Mike -- enjoy your retirement! My
thanks also to the many members who wrote
to Trish and me after the Social. It was great
to hear from so many -- your thanks are
much appreciated. Certainly Trish and I had
a great day too.

All Asia DX Ctst

SSB

IARU Region I Field Day

SSB

1500 Sep 6-1500 Sep 7

NA Sprint

CW

0000-0359 Sep 7

WAE DX Ctst

SSB

0000 Sep 13-2400 Sep 14

NA Sprint

SSB

0000-0359 Sep 14

Scandinavian Activity Ctst

CW

1500 Sep 20-1800 Sep 21

CQ WW DX RTTY

RTTY

0000 Sep 27-2400 Sep 28

Scandinavian Activity Ctst

SSB

1500 Sep 27-1800 Sep 28

VK/ZL Oceania Ctst

SSB

1000 Oct 4 - 1000 Oct 5

EU Autumn Sprint

SSB

1500-1900 Oct 4

RSGB 21/28MHz

SSB

0700-1900 Oct 5

Internet RTTY Sprint

RTTY

0100-0300 Oct 8

VK/ZL/Oceania Ctst

CW

1000 Oct 11 - 1000 Oct 12

EU Autumn Sprint

CW

1500-1900 Oct 11

JARTS WW RTTY Ctst

RTTY

0000 Oct 18 - 2400 Oct 19

I should mention some further good news on
the IOTA front. Yaesu have agreed to renew
their sponsorship agreement of IOTA for a
further three years. The RSGB IOTA
Committee is delighted about this. Our
thanks to Barry G4RKO of Yaesu UK Ltd.
Thank you Barry for your ongoing support.

QRP ARCI Fall QSO Party

CW

1200 Oct 18 - 2400 Oct 19

Asia-Pacific Sprint

CW

One of the highlights of the CDXC year is
the AGM and Summer Social and this year
we were blessed with wonderful weather.
There was a great turnout, another record,
with 30 members at the AGM and 60 members and guests at the Summer Social. We
swam, played croquet (to Felden rules!),
tennis and of course, talked radio. Our
thanks to Mark Mann, Dave's GOHXN son
for organising the buffet and barbecue and
to all the committee members' wives for
making the sweets. Trish, my XYL was delighted to receive another bouquet of flowers for her work for the club.
It was great to have Ray G3NOM/9M20M,
a recent joiner, with us on his leave from
Kuala Lumpur. Ray is deeply involved in
our forthcoming DXpedition to Layang Layang in the Malaysian Spratly Islands. More
about that later. At the AGM Ray presented
Roger G3KMA with some presents from the
I 1S50A team. The RSGB IOTA Committee
made a contribution to this recent operation
from an all-time new one (Elephant Island)
in Thailand. Ray also presented me, as a
member of the CDXC Spratly team, with
some gifts from the Malaysian Tourism
Promotion Board (MTPB) who are one of
our sponsors. We hope that MTPB will
provide some attractive QSL cards -- we
will probably need more than 20,000! I was
pleased to be able to hand over to Ray one
of the IOTA FT-900 rigs donated by Etienne
11139DX. Ray has agreed to be the IOTA rig
manager for the Far East and we hope that
some rare IOTA groups in that part of the
world will soon be on the air. Indeed Ray
has already activated AS-072 (Pulau Pangkor), AS-074 (Pulau Ketam) and AS-097
(Pulau Besar). All of these are high on the
IOTA wanted list. Well done Ray! Keep up

4

1600 Oct 4 - 2200 Oct 5

California QSO Party

16-24 Oct I I, 00-05 13-22 Oct 12

Pennsylvania QSO Party

1230-1430 Oct 18
1500 Oct 18 - 1500 Oct 19

Worked All Germany
RSGB 21/28MHz

CW

0700-1900 Oct 19

CQWW DX Phone

SSB

0000 Oct 25 - 2400 Oct 26

CW

09-11 & 15-17 Nov 2

Japan Int. DX

SSB

2300 Nov 7 - 2300 Nov 9

WAE DX Contest

RTTY

0000 Nov 8 - 2400 Nov 9

1200 Nov 1 - 1200 Nov 2

Ukrainian DX Contest
High Speed Club

Another highlight of the last two months for
me was the Friedrichshafen Ham Radio
Convention. This was the first time that I
had been -- it really is a great show. As at
Dayton I espied around 20 CDXC members.
Roger G3KMA, Martin G3ZAY and I went
to promote IOTA and to support the RSGB
bookstand. We had a great time and sold
around 120 copies of the 1997 IOTA Directory and Yearbook. We put on our updated
presentation "This is IOTA" which was attended by over 50 IOTA enthusiasts in a
well-filled room. On the Saturday evening
Hans DKIRV, our German checkpoint and
country assistant organised a get-together at

0000 Sept 6-2400 Sept 7
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DL2OBF
YL8M
DK2OY

813,279
803,011
799,268

28 MHz
CT1ELP
CTIESO
EA7HBP
EA7FIU
EA3FCQ
OM5FA

84,095
68,195
57,780
51,888
45,235
33,573

21 MHz
RQ4L
557J
YO3JF
IR6W
SP3SLA
F5PGP

637,014
315,185
282,080
265,680
240,000
226,366

14 MHz
IY4M
IR9B
YU7BJ
230M
IV3F5G
557T

607,764
540,799
463,386
423,948
299,550
272,880

7 MHz
S54ZZ
EA3BD
TMOZK
UA4LL
S500
554A

213,194
129,105
104,544
89,964
87,780
81,125

3.7 MHz
9A4R0
9A3QK
IQ5Q
IT9TIID
OK1FPS
557035

102,885
51,587
50,232
46,720
41,331
40,158

1.8 Mhz
554E
HABBE
OK1FFU
DJ9LJ
GW6J
IK4LZH

38,871
35,644
24,274
19,668
17,936
17,629

QRP
All Band
F5BEG
YUIEA
EAIGT
YU1KN
URSUW
SP7LZD

UA6LKA
ER1FW
OH5NHI
UA4YJ
Assisted
All Band
LY5A
TM2V
IR2W
DLOWW
DL3KDV
DL2NBU
IU2M
ES5Q
II2A
I04A

87,236
75,774
64,200
61,305

5,879,094
3,226,720
2,481,570
2,387,730
1,610,848
1,528,372
1,512,034
1,480,171
1,409,408
1,260,672

Multi-Operator
Single Transmitter
IQ4A
10,703,504
TM2Y
7,928,800
TM1C
7,907,906
HG1H
7,828,380
5N2B
6,948,096
ON4UN
6,281,604
Multi-Operator
MulLi-Transmitter
TK1A
17,035,667
9A1A
14,725,445
M6T
12,777,856
12,604,410
OT6A
EM2I
9,003,738
553M
8,521,296

The convention itself was well organised in
five large halls and was very busy for all
three days. Of particular interest to me were
the Titanex and Yaesu stands. The Titanex
verticals for 40, 80, and 160 meters were on
display -- both the DXpedition and homebased models. They are a remarkable piece
of engineering, incredibly lightweight and
using titanium alloys. The 160 meter DX
model weighs only 7.5 kg and is 26 metres
high. It is also a remarkable price even at
the current favourable Sterling/
Deutschmark rate!
The Yaesu stand was a real centre of activity. The new 1kW linear the VL-1000 was
on display -- that looks like a winner to me.
Several members of the VKOIR team were
on the stand selling the Heard Island goodies; their video (which is excellent) was
running continuously. Hans DKIRV was
there too making IOTAMEM disks for new
IOTA participants and selling the German
version of the IOTA Directory.

TROPHY WINNERS AND DONORS
SINGLE OPERATOR

Europe
R.W.C. Cummings, GIOKOW
Donor: Potomac Valley R.C.W4BVV Memorial
Europe Low Power
Steve Bowden, G4KIV

425,784
362,212
297,686
280,576
163,530
148,824

a local restaurant and around 75 IOTA enthusiasts attended -- many old friendships
were renewed.

Donor: WR3G & K3LR

At Friedrichshafen I came across the QSL
Collection. This is the world's largest collection of QSL cards and awards. The group
has over one million cards on file and it
collects, archives and researches QSL cards
from the pioneer days of amateur radio to
the present. The group makes the cards
available to publishers and exhibits them in
public. The volunteer work is financed by
members and supported by sponsors all over
the world. Cards are acquired from individuals, club stations, QSL managers and
DXpeditions that send cards they no longer
need or want to keep and from generous bequests. The group tries to fill gaps by extensively monitoring and circulating lists of
needed QSL cards. Much of the material it
gets could be considered "trash" now, but in
20 to 30 years, they will be as valuable as
cards from the 1930's to the 1950's are to-

day, especially with dissolution of old
countries and birth of new ones.
QSL Collection is interested in all types of
cards particularly from the rare and deleted
DXCC countries, from IOTA islands and
from YL operators active prior to 1940. One
interesting project underway is to assemble
cards from Gus Browning's W4BPD trip
around the world from 1960 to 1970. If you
can help in any way please send cards to the
curator at the address below. To prevent
cards and collections from being lost, the
group invites amateurs to make bequests so
their QSL cards will be sent to the QSL
Collection and not thrown away after they
become silent keys. The group asks for at
least the rarest cards in collections. If you
are interested in helping to provide the QSL
Collection with cards or if you want more
information, contact the group through Wolf
Harranth, 0E1WHC, Curator, QSL Collection, PO Box 2, A-I 112 Vienna, Austria.
Parcels should be sent to QR.. Collection c/o
ORF-Radio Austria International, A-I 136,
Vienna, Austria. The Email address is:
kwp@rai.ping.ai

For those who have not been before a visit
to Friedrichshafen is a must. If you want to
avoid a long car or coach journey then I recommend the following route. Fly to Zurich,
at Zurich airport take the train (a very regular and direct service) to Romanshorn. From
here take the connecting ferry across Lake
Constance (Konstanz) to Friedrichshafen.
It's a very straightforward and relaxing
journey.
By now most members will have heard
about the planned CDXC DXpedition to
Pulau Layang Layang in the Malaysian
Spratly Islands. Don G3XTT, the DXpedition's publicity king has given some further
information later in this newsletter. Although the DXpedition is some way off (12
to 24 February 1998) planning is now well
underway. Rather than appointing czars as
in the case of VKOIR we decided to appoint

considered. Tony GOOPB is our RF king
and is putting together a huge number of
filters to meet every possible eventuality.

kings and my particular kingdom relates to
many of the logistical aspects of the
DXpedition. It really is a fascinating project
and it is only when one takes on a project of
this nature that you begin to realise just how
much is involved in putting on a really big
show. I have activated five IOTA Malaysian
island groups in the past and doing this was
so easy compared with what we are attempting to achieve on the Spratlys. On my IOTA
DXpeditions it was just a matter of organising air tickets, ferries and accommodation,
putting up a dipole or a vertical, plugging in
the IOTA rig and away we go.

All the equipment will arrive in Kota Kinabalu in Sabah, East Malaysia in early
January 1998. We estimate that we will then
need to ship 609 kg (1461 lbs) of kit by air
to the island. Slightly in excess of our 20 kg
(or possibly even 10 kg) luggage allowance!
To do this we will be chartering a plane -another new experience for me. Of course
putting a DXpedition like this together not
only requires a great deal of effort and energy from all the team members it also calls
for a great deal of funding. By the time you
read this Steve G4JVG, our sponsorship
king, will have written to over 80 DX organisations throughout the world seeking
sponsorship and support. Ray
9M20M/G3NOM has been giving us invaluable help in Kuala Lumpur in negotiations
with the licensing authority for our special
call 9MOC and with MTPB, with the resort
and with the MAS airline.

Although Layang Layang has a small resort
and an air strip, there are many challenges
to overcome. As can be seen from Don's
note we are planning to have at least four
stations active for the entire period, 24
hours a day. We will have four IF beams, a
beam for six metres and various sophisticated antennas for 40 metres, 80 metres and
top band. That means we have to ship at
least five masts and hundreds of metres of
coax. Yaesu have kindly agreed to support
us and will be providing four FT-I000MPs,
two FT-920s and four of the new VL-1000 1
kW linears. The antennas should be coming
mainly from the US but there is a large
amount of kit to be shipped by sea and by
air from the UK and from Japan. A detailed
inventory has been prepared by Don G3OZF
our inventory king and individual team
members have committed to find or supply
all the gear needed. These schedules also
show the size, weight and value of every
item and of course, there are shipping containers to be built and documentation and
camels to be completed.

We have already received a great deal of
support from the following for which we are
very grateful indeed:
•
•
•
•
•

Yaesu -- Six complete stations and handhelds for our DXpedition cluster
Nevada/ Timewave TNCs
Dunestar -- Filters
Battle Creek DX Group -- Battle Creek
Special LF antenna
N16T -- Upgraded PK-232 terminal.

The Malaysian Tourism Promotion Board,
the Sabah Tourism Promotion Board and
Reliance Pacific, the resort owners, are also
supporting us. It is really exciting being involved in a project like this -- one is learning something new all the time. I think I
could already write a book on what I have
learnt so far. Most importantly, we have a
great team all working very well together.

Our plans in the technology areas (logging,
local cluster, Internet logs) are well developed and are being co-ordinated by John
G3WGV, our technology king. We will have
some unique advances to report on in this
area. We want to make a real effort on 6
metres, on RTTY and on the LF bands and
possible equipment interaction has to be

Although much has been published on the
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3.7 MHz
9A4RU
102,885
KH8AL
57,050
9A3QK
51,587
IQ5Q
50,232
IT9THD
46,720
VP2E/WB5CRG 43,416

YT1AD
IO4LEC
DJ4PT
YU7AV
UT4UZ
GW4BLE
YU7BW

3,630,844
3,333,804
3,183,040
3,151,470
2,973,500
2,839,187
2,749,918

1.8 MHz
554E
HA8BE
OK1FFU
DJ9LJ
GW6J
IK4LZH

28 MHz
9HOA
CT4NH
EA7EZ
I8KPV
IK5QG0
551AY

223,010
154,399
106,941
89,380
80,344
79,076

21 MHz
CT1BOP
559A
IK4GRO
F5NBX
S50U
553R

1,078,608
651,128
632,431
579,790
564,510
479,210

14 MHz
OK1RI
IT9BLB
OZ7X
MI61
0I1JD
0140C

1,265,704
1,148,648
885,066
878,150
744,480
735,048

38,871
35,644
24,274
19,668
17,936
17,629

QRP
All band
F5BEG
YU1EA
N1AFC
AA2U
EA1GT
YU1KN
UR5UW
KAlCZF
UA9ACJ
SP7LZD

425,784
362,212
328,068
307,060
297,686
280,576
163,530
158,148
149,730
148,824

Assisted
All Band
CT3FN
LY5A
AA1K/3
KE3Q
KS1L
IR2W
K3NZ
K3WW
N3AD
DLOWW

7,795,760
5,879,094
2,882,554
2,800,749
2,645,277
2,481,570
2,462,136
2,456,019
2,402,360
2,387,730

Multi-Operator
Singlt-Transmitter
20,167,146
ZXOF
17,715,256
HCBN
EABZS
12,108,690
11,372,445
CT3BX
IQ4A
10,703,504
10,593,882
8P9Z
Multi-Operator
Multi-Transmitter
32,588,850
PJ9E
25,249,032
V26B
17,035,667
TK1A
14,725,445
9A1A
12,777,856
M6T
12,604,410
OT6A
EUROPE
All Band
GIOKOW
550A
UT7EZ

7 MHz
IR4T
LZ5W
550C
9A4D
YT7A
553EA

745,820
588,350
531,918
491,102
474,498
443,856

3.7 MHz
UA2FJ
YTOT
LY6K
9A7A
IU2X
LA9VDA

256,452
183,500
179,170
149,796
165,204
165,025

1.8 MHz
OK1AY
YU1ZZ
S54DL
SM6DOI
SVBCS
OZ3SK

64,154
63,154
54,940
49,506
47,272
44,540

Low Power
All Band
G4KIV
IR4R
RZ6LJ
LY3BA
ON5GQ
551FA
EA3BKI

5,787,333
4,206,860
4,141,984
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1,244,524
1,137,672
1,033,410
1,027,138
907,710
818,975
817,740

146N
M6A
G6B
M6G
GOFOS
GORGH
GOWAX

1,442,828 1864
81
999,810 1734
72
544,604 818
77
482,000 1155 50
304,500 655 59
277,137 811
49
42,048 198 46
GUERNSEY
GU3HEN
1,936,963 2716 77
IRELAND
EI7M
3,137,508 3054 109
SCOTLAND
GM6F
54,439 300 24
WALES
GW8GT
4,190,774 3651 116
MULTI MULTI
ENGLAND
M6T
12,777,856 9048 164
SCOTLAND
GM6V
6,305,760 6088 129

313
306
269
200
231
200
100
320
447
77
458
732

631,116
439,101
394,709
357,216
278,502
229,932

21 MHz
ZXSJ
CTIBOP
AY7D
AH8A
LU2QC
ZP5MAL

2,976,190
1,054,144
1,009,936
890,910
708,513
704,082

609,650
588,350
568,400

3.7 MHz
IG9/I4UFH
FAME
P49I
K1ZM/2
UA2FJ
EM5BH

787,710
735,072
453,921
292,100
256,452
205,110

1.8 MHz
IG9/IV3TAN
CG1ZZ
OK1AY
YU1ZZ
554DL
SM6DOI

441,252
91,803
64,154
63,154
54,940
49,506

591
Low Power
All Band
TA4ZM
LP7N
CT3/OH6LI
TRBIG
9G1BJ
G4KIV
WA4ZXA
EK4GK
IR4R
AC10/4

TOP SCORES
WORLD
SINGLE OPERATOR
HIGH POWER
All Band
ZD82
11,253,304
P4OE
10,479,765
P40W
10,018,332
9Y4H
9,650,784
3V8BB
8,529,792
8RIK
7,516,158
4V2A
6,857,970
V85HG
5,811,663
GIOKOW
5,787,323
FG5BG
5,699,938
28 MHz
PQSW
LU6ETB
1.U4HAW
ZP6CC
LU3FZW
LU1MA

9Y4VU
LZSW
AY1I

14 MHz
D25L
2,212,080
5B4MF
1,293,424
OK1RI
1,265,704
IT9BLB
1,148,648
109/IK2QE11,114,578
CE3F
1,091,249

28 MHz
CX8CP
LU9HZS
LU9VY
LW2DBM
ZDBDEZ
4X1VF

289,599
282,264
213,600
206,617
178,911
176,900

21 MHz
4Z4T
LU7FJ
RQ4L
S01M
CN8NK
S57J

865,094
735,124
637,014
535,704
525,735
315,185

14 MHz
IY4M
4A1FEC
X07A
IR9B
LU5FCI
YU7BJ

807,764
723,040
682,620
540,799
531,520
463,386

7 MHz
S54ZZ
EA3BD
RAOFA
TMOZK
UA4LL
S500

7 MHz
IG9/1T9GSF1,103,021
9M8R
834,240
IR4T
745,820

54

3,238,785
2,178,399
1,579,550
1,486,680
1,391,250
1,255,128
1,227,842
1,193,825
1,145,000
1,070,307

operational aspects of DXpeditions I think
there is a void in the area of planning, project co-ordination and logistics. Perhaps we
will write a CDXC book on the whole story
from the very start to finish, a period of
nearly two years. I would have certainly
welcomed having access to such a publication.
Phil G3SWH has agreed to be our QSL
manager and will be processing all bureau
and direct cards. Thanks for your support
Phil. Further Felden is now on the WWW.
Have a look at a photograph taken at the
AGM of some members of the CDXC
Spratly team on our web page
(hap: members.aoLconrspra(lv98 index.la
m). The DXpedition should generate a very
high profile for the club and I hope that we
will gain significant recognition from our
efforts world-wide. This DXpedition is real
CDXC team effort.
We recently received confirmation from
SSL that the callsign MOCDX has been reserved for us. Let us hope that this too will
enhance our profile. In a few day's time I
am off to the Tokyo HamFair -- more about
this in the November newsletter. It will be a
very busy few days if my last visit in 1995
was anything to go by. Yaesu will again be
promoting IOTA on their stand, CQ Ham
Radio continue to support the Japanese version of the IOTA Directory and Yearbook
and we are about to set up an IOTA checkpoint in Japan. I look forward to meeting
many members at the HF and IOTA Convention at Windsor over the weekend of
26/28 September. Do remember that we are
seeking help in the CDXC room.

JOTTINGS of the SECRETARY
Alan Jubb, G3PMR

213,194
129,105
126,430
104,544
89,964
87,780

As your new Secretary, I'd like to start with
a vote of thanks to Mike, G4PFF and Dave,
GOIIXN, our outgoing Treasurer and Secretary. Mike and Dave have held these posts
for the last four years, and have therefore

borne the brunt of the work caused by the
enormous growth of CDXC during that period. Thanks to both of them for all of their
hard work. Also, I'd like to welcome Bob,
G3PJT to the Committee as our new Treasurer.
After many days of rain we were fortunate
yet again to be blessed with good weather
for the AGM and Summer Social, hosted by
Neville, G3NUG, and Trish. As always, this
was an excellent and most enjoyable occasion; it was good to meet some new members there, and Neville and Trish's hospitality was as good as ever. We thank them for
being such excellent hosts.
I hope to use this forum in future issues of
the NewsLetter to bring you news of what
your Committee is doing, that is if Neville
doesn't steal my thunder! The only item to
report on so far (we haven't had a meeting
of the new Committee yet) is that we have
reserved the callsign MOCDX as a club call.
This will enable use to apply for one of the
special three character contest calls if we
wish to make an entry in one of the major
contests.
The most exciting news is, of course, that
CDXC will be mounting a major DXpedition to the Spratly's next February. There
have been a number of casual operations
from Layang Layang over the summer (I
worked 9M6TPR in March for a new one),
but it's some time since a major operation
has taken place from there. I'm sure that full
details of this operation will be found elsewhere in this NewsLetter. I look forward to
working them.
Over the summer I've done a fair amount of
aerial maintenance and re-organising the
feeds. I've replaced most of the coax, and
have brought into service an aerial switching unit which I've had for some years, but
never got round to installing it until now.
All this was prompted by missing a 40m
SSB QSO with VKOIR, because it was too

HOT TOPICS

SSB.

dangerous to change aerials - it meant a top
of a ladder job in the dark. Now everything
is automated. The FL7000 remembers the
preferred aerial for each band, and band
changing on the FT990 causes the FL7000
to change band, and select the preferred
aerial. So now I have permanent feeds to the
A3S, trapped dipole and Butternut, plus a
spare feed which I can use for an additional
aerial which I can erect for a specific purpose. All this is still a very modest aerial
farm, but it's difficult to do much more in
my small garden.

I look forward to meeting many members at
the HF Convention later in the month.
73 and fingers crossed for some increased
solar activity!

EMAIL UPDATE
9h I el@global.net.mt (9H I EL)
cad@maltanet.net (91-11X11)
g3nom@ibm.net (9M20M)
101526.1041@compuserve.com
(BRS32525)

I entered the IOTA Contest this year using
the West Cambs Contest Group's three letter contest call M7F. This was the first time
I'd experienced using such a call. I'd been
warned that having an 'M' call would slow
the QSO rate as people would stop to ask
which DXCC country it was for, and what
the QSL route is. It seems, however, that the
'M' prefix is now well known, and not considered rare, as I didn't have a single query
about the DXCC country, and only a handful (well under ten) of requests for QSL information. I was surprised, and a little disappointed, that the M three letter call didn't
attract more attention - certainly nothing
like M 100G did - and, indeed, my QSO
rate in the first few hours of the contest was
down on what I achieved last year with my
own call, although by the end of the contest
I'd overhauled last year's entry, both in
terms of multipliers and total QSOs. 10m
was very poor this year from this QTII. For
the contest I erected a temporary 80m dipole, from one corner of my garden to the
far side of Mike, G4PFF's garden, utilising
the spare feed referred to above. This enabled me to operate much more effectively
on 80m this year.

tomsm@greigs.email.com (BRS531976)
okanep@iol.ie (EI5D1)
thain@rammail.ram.co.uk (GOHGW)
gOhxn@aol.com (GOHXN)
GOKRL@emarkt.com (GOKRL)
vincent@vdeneck.demon.co.uk (GOLMX)
gOopb@compuserve.com (GOOPB)
101461.3054@compuserve.com (GOPCA)
tom@tctaylor.demon.co.uk (GOPSE)
gOsah@aol.com (GOSAH)
patgOsbq@enterprise.net (GOSBQ)
scott@rcp.co.uk (GOSWG)

1996 Results
Roger, G3SXW, has been leaning on the CQ
Worldwide Committee to make results
available earlier than hitherto, given that CQ
subscribers in the UK who get their copies
by surface mail often don't see the results
until just before (or even just after) the following year's contest. Of course, as CQ derive their income from magazine sales, they
are understandably reluctant to publish
contest results by other means (for example,
on the Internet). I am delighted, therefore,
that they have agreed this year to release a
subset of the CQ Worldwide Phone scores
in advance of CQ Magazine reaching these
shores. Roger sent me the results of the
1996 CQ WW Phone Contest for UK and
Commonwealth countries, along with the

CDXC member G3LNS has now moved to
Cyprus and is putting out a cracking signal
with his Till I, which I think is at around 50
feet at the moment. George's QTH is also
well elevated. George seems to be active
most days on the key, and occasionally on

100665.3326@compuserve.com (G3PSM)
g3rfx@compuserve.com (G3RFX)
jkellawa@cellnet.co.uk (G3RTE)
G3RVM@compuserve.com (G3RVM)
peter.chadwick@gpsemi.com (G3RZP)

e

338
356
2 60
128
126
71
93
64
378
95
71
80
55
60
37
47

IRELAND
*EI6FR

21
108,240 496 24
NORTHERN IRELAND
GIOKOW A 5,787,333 4484 121
11161
14
878,150 2600 37
(Opr.

113105.1612@compuserve.com (G2HDR)

Bob_G3PJT@compuserve.com (G3PJT)
SHACKLOG@aol.com (G3PMR)

ENGLAND
M6X
A
1,329,310 1433 95
(Opr. G3NAS)
G3TTJ "
1,008,788 1121 98
G4WPD "
352,751 669 53
M6W
"
103,680 276 52
(Opr. G3XWK)
G4IUF "
75,924 212 45
G3TV1J/M 14
32,130 188
19
G3WGN 3.7
125,350 785 22
G3XTT
1.8
42,121 604
9
*G4KIV A 1,244,524 1692 104
*G3JKY "
60,379 326 26
*G3NKS "
33,950 170 26
*G4NXG/M "
25,425 112 33
*G4ZKJ
"
23,247 118 26
*GOMRF
21
35,629 240
19
*G3YOG
7,056
97 12
*G3KWK 1.8
10,192 193
5

73 Don G3XTT, NK I G

small@ham.keme.co.uk (G3ALI)
106276.565@compuserve.com (G3KLL)
dave.sharred@sagem.co.uk (G3NKC)

G3OZF@btinternet.com (G3OZF)
davkin@netcom.co.uk (G3PFS)

SINGLE OPERATOR

This arises because these entrants sent in
logs that were produced using KIEA's CT
software, which has no field for the sent report. The assumption is that you send 59 or
599, and simply state on the cover sheet that
this was the sent report in all cases. I have
never been happy with this aspect of CT, as
it has been one of the driving forces behind
making contest signal reports meaningless,
but nevertheless it does seem high-handed
of contest organisers to disqualify the logs
concerned, given that it is perfectly clear
what report was given. Naturally, any contest organiser is entitled to apply the rules in
whatever way they think fit, but a heavyhanded approach will simply discourage
people from entering again in subsequent
years and the contest concerned will be in
grave danger of dying through lack of support.

gOwaz@aol.com (GOWAZ)
j33@dial.pipex.com (GOWHP)

g3nug@btintemet.com (G3NUG)
106071.3357@compuserve.com (G3OFW)
g3ouf@aol.com (G3OUF/VE6DXX)

"box" tables of leading scores. This was a
lot of material in total, so I have edited
down to those scores of most interest to LIK
operators. Particular congratulations are due
to European trophy winners GIOKOW and
G4K1V.

I have been watching with interest a thread
that relates to the disqualification from the
Japan DX Contest of a whole slew of entries
on the basis that they failed to show the sent
signal report.

96
492
145

GIOUTG)
SCOTLAND

A
GMOEGI 21
GM6X
14
'GMOFET A
*GMOTGE "
*GM/KG6A0 "
GM3BCL

276,312
115,168
728,952
243,450
104,664
24,596
WALES
GW4BLE A 2,839,187
GW4BVJ "
217,864
*GWOGEI A
343,360
*GW3SYL "
11,850
*GWOMHK 21
23,328
'GW6J 1.8
17,936

606
579
2013
653
397
136

53
26
36
45
42
23

179
92
132
180
124
63

2448 104
591
61
661
64
105 23
154
22
302
7

389
180
232
56
50
52

M60
A
1,076,400 1546 90
(Opr. G40JH)
NORTHERN IRELAND
GIOKVQ A 329,904
1010 51
SCOTLAND
GMOECO A
207,603
567
57
WALES
GWOARK A
246,384
497
59
MULTI SINGLE
ENGLAND
2,730,672 2373 ]20
GB2AA
G4UJS
2,167,520 2291
96

310

ASSISTED
ENGLAND

53

186
176
177

468
364

Rick AO? at GW4BLE (Rick's the one with the American accent!)

Ian, G3WVG operates ARRL CW at GW4BLE's station

johnmalt@paston.co.uk (G3SMP)
Phil@g3swh.demon.co.uk (G3SWH)
g3sxw@compuserve.com (G3SXW)
106315.707@compuserve.com (G3TMA)
Lauriemar@aol.com (G3UML)
g3vbl@netcomuk.co.uk (G3VBL)
steve.wilson@yeg.co.uk (G3VMW)
g3viy@aol.com (G3VRY)
prs87sn4@pop.prestel.co.uk (G3VXJ)
david@aslin.demon.co.uk (G3WGN)
g3wgv@aol.com (G3WGV)
g3wkl®pagnell.demon.co .ulc (G3WKL)
g3xtt@lineone.net (G3XTT)
g3ybo@compuserve.com (G3YBO)
dudleic@aol.com (G3YRP)
G3ZAY@dial.pipex.com (G3ZAY)
pbacon@iee.org (G3ZSS)
g4bue@adur-press.prestel.co.uk (G4BUE)
101332.232@compuserve.com (G4BUO)
g4dbn@cix.compulink.co.uk (G4DBN)
jIcrzymuski@sitaaps.org (G4DQW)
g4dyo@aol.com (G4DYO)
100303,2220@compuserve.com (G4FEU)
gary.hinson@natpowerco.uk (G4IFB)
hilary@g4jks.demon.co.uk (G4JKS)
g4jvg@BTInterriet.com (G4JVG)
stephen.b@virgin.net (G4KIV)
g4locg@compuserve.corn (G4KXG)
71703,356@compuserve.com (G4LJF)
clive@nailsea.demon.co.uk (G4NAQ)
g4oty@compuserve.com (G4OTY)
steve@g4owt.demon.co.uk (G4OWT)
john@g4pdq.demon.co.uk (G4PDQ)
g4pff@aol.com (G4PFF)
jphart@ibm.net (G4POF)
100542.3221®compuserve.com (G4RGK)
cooperb@g4rko.demon.co .ulc (G4RKO)
ken@g4rwd.demon.co.uk (G4RWD)
bobg4ujs@netcentral.co .ulc (G4UJS)
steve@g4uol.demon.co .ulc (G4UOL)
nludlow@ranunail.ram.co .ulc (G4VJM)
bruce@waxxtm.com (G4WVX)
andy@g4zvj.demon.co.uk (G4ZVJ)
davdut@paston.co.uk (G6QQ)

andrew@giOnwg.demon.co.uk (GIONWG)
giOrtn@hotmail.com (GIORTN)
alex@giOtjj.demon.co.uk (GIOTJJ)
GmOuhc@msn.com (GMOUHC)
mike@sunny.demon.co.uk (GM3PPE)
gm3yts@cpmpuserve.com (GM3YTS)
i_moore@albanet.co .ulc (GM4KLN)
gm4sid@compuserve.com (GM4SID)
cwm.vvilson@zetnet.co .ulc (GM4UZY)
arakawa@jais.co.uk (GWORTA)
GW4BLE@aol.com (GW4BLE)
gw4bvj@demon.co.uk (GW4BVJ)
gw4khq@btintemet.com (GW4KHQ)
102222.2036@compuserve.com
(HSO/G4JMB)
i 1 jqj@filcita. it (I1JQJ)
ji6kvr@orange.ocn.ne.jp (JI6KVR)
dieven@almaden.ibm.com (K6KR)
hggule@online.no (LA6LHA)
jorgen@uk.smginc.com (MOAXP)
henri.vankets@rug.ac.be (ON4IZ)
pa3gio@dds.nl (PA3GIO)
vr2vf@netvigator.com (VS6VF)
a.langmead@cytanet.com.cy (ZC4HA)
Any members not listed please email Alan
G3PMR (SHACKLOG@aol.com ) with their
email address. Any members who have not
responded to the request by Neville G3NUG
in the July NewsLetter to give approval (or
otherwise) for their email address to be
published on the CDXC Web site please do
so, to G3PMR.

FOR SALE
TS930S HF Transceiver - £400; Kenwood
SM-220 Monitorscope £140; P60 Versatower, with HD head unit and recent new
ropes £350; Gem Quad (spreaders and spider only, no wires) £250; Ham IV rotator
£80; Burns Wavemeter £50; Two Bird Thruline meters plus 11F 50w and 2500w elements - £60 each or £100 the pair. Prices do
not include carriage. Prefer buyers collect,.
Contact G4DYO, tel 01189-732393.

SPRATLY ISLANDS - PRELIMINARY DXPEDITION ANNOUNCEMENT
A multinational group of DXpeditioners, primarily members of the UK's CDXC (Chiltern
DX Club), the UK DX Foundation, will operate from Layang Layang Island in the Spratlys in February 1998. Exact dates will be announced later, but the intention is to operate
soon after the island re-opens to visitors following the typhoon season, in order to
maximise the opportunities for good LF propagation. It is also hoped that sunspot numbers will by then have started to increase, and that the DXpedition will enjoy favourable
HF propagation.
The team is expected to include G3NUG G3OZF G3WGV G3XTT G4JVG GOOPB
K5VT VK2BEX 9M20M(G3NOM) and 9M6SU. It is planned to keep four stations on the
air round the clock, to maximise band openings. All HF bands will be activated, on SSB,
CW and RTTY, and the group will also have equipment for 6 metres. The team will use
a wide selection of monoband and multiband antennas including phased verticals for
both 40 and 80 metres. The callsign 9MOC has been provisionally allocated.
Layang Layang (also known as Swallow Reef) has been the location for a number of
Spratly DXpeditions, including 9MOS and 9MOA. The island has been developed by
Malaysia as a dive resort, and has permanent accommodation, mains power and an
airstrip. The Spratlys currently rank at number 25 world-wide in the latest (Jan/Feb 97)
DX Magazine poll, and 12th for East Coast USA. They also rank 18th in the digital "Most
Wanted" list (AA5AU).

SB220 under repair during WPX SSB Contest (Note Easter egg box on the right!

The DXpedition team includes veterans of many DX and contest operations, with wide
experience of both the LF and HF bands, and of all modes. It is intended to make significant use of computer and Internet technology to make information available about
the DXpedition and to expedite QSLing after the event. A Web page is available at
http://members.aol.com/spratly98 with up-to-the-minute DXpedition news.
Further details about the operation, including QSL information, will be sent out as it becomes available. Sponsorship is being sought, and donations can be made to K5VT
(USA), VK2BEX (Japan/Oceania) and G3WGV (elsewhere). If you wish to be e-mailed
directly with information as it becomes available, send a message to the DXpedition's
publicity officer Don Field G3XTT at g3xtt@lineone.net

dent in demand, especially to the East Coast
of the US. Peter Chadwick, G3RZP's poll in
the last CDXC Newsletter also ranked
Spratly alongside such rare ones as BS7,
KH1 and ZL9 for rarity among CDXC
members.

Layang-Layang has many attractions for a
CDXC-led DXpedition. Several of our
members have good connections in Malaysia (who control that particular part of the
Spratlys), with the result that we can call
upon local assistance in pulling the arrangements together. It is easier to reach
than a Bouvet or a Heard Island, but is high
on the Wanted Lists, especially on the low
bands, on the WARC bands, on 6 metres,
and on RTTY. Though there have been a
number of single- or two-person operations
in recent years, these have used limited
equipment and have failed to make a big

Our aim, therefore, is to put on a big effort,
in a way which will reach the parts that
other Spratly DXpeditions have not reached.
To this end we have been looking for help
with sponsorship, and are delighted that
Yaesu have already offered the use of HF
and 6m radios, plus linears. We will be
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Ops at GXOAAA - Den G3MXJ, Ian G3WVG and Nigel G3TXF

51

contest preparation to the last minute, with

the result that we are tired before the contest
even starts. Ville recommends having everything ready well in advance and then, during
the week before the contest, shifting your
sleep patter, going to bed an hour earlier
every day, so that on the Friday before the
contest you go to bed at 1700z and get up at
2330 well rested.
During the contest Ville eats very little. He
puts to bed some of the myths which surround this topic. "Some people think that
their blood sugar falls if they don't eat.
That's nonsense. My favourite is a simple
small ham sandwich with white bread twice
a day. Eating much makes one tired. Many
people think that fruit and vegetables are refreshing and good for a tired contester. No
way. They are detrimental to the 48-hour
operator due to their bulk forming and laxative properties. It does not matter what you
drink, as long as it doesn't contain alcohol. I
believe that coffee (no decal) is the only
drug that may add to your scoring capability. There are some drugs that can help you
to keep awake but, at the same time, they
decrease your capacity to concentrate and
the net result is negative".

From GW4BLE
In the last newsletter I invited contributions
to this column on CQWW contesting. I was
very pleased to receive the following contribution from experienced SSB contester
Steve Cole GW4BLE (who also sent the accompanying photographs).
My organiser, (Psion btw), has a note that
reads "send mail to XTT re CDXC &
CQWW early August", so here goes....
Well, this marks my 25th year in CQWW,
Wow! must apply for QCWA membership
now (maybe you can tell me how, old timer
:-)))

the newsletter a little while ago (last year?),
maybe they are worth digging out again?
For someone like me in an "ordinary suburban location" (quote) then RFI can be a
problem, in fact anyone who is really active
on the bands is bound to suffer that knockon-the-door sometime. For anyone to say
they have never had an RFI complaint then
they are either (a) telling fibs, or (b) never
on the air!
I have a set of filters to hand, and a small
"information sheet" that the XYL can hand
out should anyone pay us a visit during a
major contest weekend. I try to be as active
as time permits outside contests too in order
to suss out any lurking problems before the
major contest weekends. Also - talk to your
neighbours, or anyone passing who might
enquire as to "what that big aerial is in the
garden Mr?" All this is PR that can do no
harm.
Set yourself some goals for the contest
weekend, a challenge with a local perhaps
or 100 countries on a specific band.
Personally, I take the major contests seriously and prefer to do single op, in that way
if things go wrong then it's my fault and I
want to know why after the event. In last
years' CQWW Phone my claimed score put
me in at 1 I th place in Europe which, for
me, was appalling! However, in the final
listing that has just been released I jumped
up to 9th place and it was gratifying to see
that I lost less points than those higher up
the table! Accuracy pays dividends. Still
not happy with that 9th place though. Wish
I had GIOKOW's QTH!!!!
Sleep tends to be a problem with me - I try
to crash out for a couple of hours before the
'test but my head is so wound up by then
that I never do fall asleep and then feel
groggy later on!

I remember contributing a list of "tips" to

73, Steve GW4BLE.

taking 4 FT-1000MPs, 2 FT-920s and 4 of
the new VL-1000 linears. Yaesu have also
helped with UHF transceivers for the packet
network we are developing for the island (of
which more in a moment). AEA Timewave
and Nevada Communications have helped
with TNCs for the packet network, and
NI6T, a veteran of several major DXpeditions, has offered the use of a speciallymodified PK-232 for HF RTTY. Dunestar
will be loaning us a set of filters for all nine
bands. The Malaysian Tourist Board has
agreed to help with the printing of QSLs.
The Battle Creek guys will be loaning us a
Battle Creek Special for the LF bands. We
are now looking especially for help with
additional antenna hardware. And, of
course, both Club and individual donations
will very much be welcomed to offset the
substantial budget for the expedition (a
major part of which will be the cost of'
shipping all this gear to and from the island).
The other item of good news since we announced the operation, is that Phil G3SWH
has kindly agreed to be QSL manager,
though I'm not sure Phil realises what he
has let himself in for!
A couple of paragraphs back I mentioned a
packet network. John G3WGV is busily developing software, not dissimilar to PacketCluster, which will download logs from
the various operating positions over a 70cm
network. This way we will be able to maintain a single master log, and the various operating positions will be able to query the
server at any time for statistics. One of the
most useful features will be the ability to
produce from the master log a scattergraph
showing when and on which band QSOs
have been made with a specified part of the
world. This way, we hope very quickly after
getting on the air to develop a very effective
sense of all the major band openings. Naturally, the software will also allow "Talks"
between operating positions, and the other

features which are typical of PacketCluster
operation (though we won't, of course, be
connected real-time to Clusters elsewhere in
the world. We also aim to upload logs to the
Internet as we go along, and are very grateful to Don Greenbaum NIDG, who has offered to help with this. There are many
unique features to the software, and we
certainly plan to write them up in due
course, for the benefit of other would-be
DXpeditioners.
The Layang Layang resort has been developed for scuba diving, and has an aircraft
runway and a number of cabins, all built on
the underlying coral. There isn't a lot of
room for antennas, but we do have some
fairly ambitious plans for the low bands,
with a four-square for 40, phased verticals
for 80, and a big vertical for 160. On the
high bands we will use Yagis.
We do very much intend to cater to the
more specialist interests, such as 6m,
RTTY, the LF bands and the WARC bands.
With the potential to run 4 HF stations plus
6m simultaneously, we should be able to accomplish this while, at the same time, satisfying demand on the bread-and-butter hands
of 20, 15 and 10 (which we hope will be
open to a number of parts of the world by
then).
Naturally, we hope that many CDXC members will make it into the log on a number of
bands and modes. Do keep an eye on the
DXpedition Web page, which we will keep
updated with the latest information, and we
will also make sure that the next few editions of the CDXC Newsletter keep you apprised of progress.

IRCS FOR SALE
Don, G3X111 has about 1000 IRCs available at 50p each plus postage.
Phone first to check availability;
(0118 972 4192)

NOTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
CDXC (CHILTERN DX CLUB)
THE UK DX FOUNDATION
5th July 1997 at the QUI of G3NUG at noon
I. Apologies for absence:

G3COJ, G3LNS, G3MCX, G3ZAY, G4DYO, G4LJF , G1OTJJ, ON4IZ, 9H I EL
2. In attendance:

GOHXN, GOKRL, GOLUQ, GOOPB, GOREP, GOSAli, GOWAT, GOWAZ, G3CAQ, G3JNB,
G3KMA, G3NKC, G3NUG, G3073, G3RIT, G3PMR, G3PSM, G3RTE, G3RWK, G3XTT,
G3WGV, G4IDL, G4JVG, G4KGT, G4PFF, G4RKO, G4VXT, GWORTA, MOAXP/OZ3CF,
9M2OM
3. Notes of previous AGM/EGM 1996:

Proposed by G3WGV
Seconded by G3PJT
That the notes of the previous meeting were a correct record.

Carried

4. Chairman's report:

Neville G3NUG reported as follows:
We mailed all new UK DXCC members (1995 and 1996), and new UK IOTA members (1995),
and did a mailout with DXNS. We also followed up lapsed members, and had some useful
mentions in RadCom and DXNM. The WWW pages have been set up by Steve G4UOL and
have been well received. We also attended Picketts Lock although nearly everybody who came
to the stand was a member. The ongoing plan is to write to all new DXCC and IOTA members
in the UK and also to all AFS participants. The membership at this time last year was around
260, we are now about 350 with 20 losses. That is an overall gain of 110 new members. This is
all very encouraging but this month's renewals are critical.
We have supported several DXpeditions during the year including:
Heard Island - doubling last year's contribution to £400.
Midway
Annobon (Postponed until October)
North Cooks - September
All these were matched by RSGB DXpedition Fund.
On the social scene there was last year's Convention together with the Annual Dinner in March,
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1965 871 1341 2212
1966 1062 1468 2530
1967 1295 1797 3092
1968 1349 1843 3192
1969 1377 1636 3013
1970 1425 1718 3143
1971 1415 1567 2982
1972 1613 1669 3282
1973 1616 1488 3104
1974 1567 1942 3509
1975 1858 1944 3808
1976 1945 2060 4005
1977 2025 2324 4349
1978 2612 2400 5012
1979 2295 2321 4616
1980 2412 2477 4889
1981 2892 2158 5050
1982 2375 2103 4478
1983 2322 2343 4665
1984 2115 2161 4276
1985 2423 2406 4829
1986 2512 2503 5015
1987 2725 2611 5336
1988 3131 2704 5835
1989 3091 2603 5694
1990 3363 2960 6323
1991 2954 2361 5315
1992 3170 2727 5897
1993 3133 2637 5770
1994 3156 2625 5781
1995 3177 2808 5885
1996 3154 2935 6089
partial results listing

log sheets which have clearly been computer generated, but don't send in the computer disks. Presumably these folk believe
that computer logs are more thoroughly
checked, and that errors in paper logs are
more likely to go unnoticed. In fact, these
days the opposite is more likely. The logs
will almost certainly be re-keyed onto disc
by volunteers, at which point additional errors can easily creep in, and will then be
computer checked with the rest. So the end
result is more work, and more likelihood of
lost points.
It is certainly interesting to look at how the
number of submitted logs has changed over
the years and I am grateful to Roger
G3SXW for sending along a copy of the
following list. The figures show the number
of logs received for CQ WW contest over
the years. Note that 1996 was the second
highest on record and this at a time of sunspot minimum. No doubt electronic submissions are contributing to the increased
rate with 37% of logs received this way, this
year. And there is certainly no evidence that
CW is dying? Rather, the number of CW log
entries is increasing, with 1996 again the
2nd highest ever. The figures are taken from
K3EST's CQ WW Handbook.
Year

1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

SSB
167
253
210
286
261
167
336
293
509
529
529
569
568
579
653
689
730

CW TOTAL
454 621
418 671
405 615
467 753
452 713
188 355•
560 896
804 1097
874 1383
933 1462
964 1493
837 1406
984 1552
1139 1718
1136 1789
1223 1912
1305 2035

Staying awake
One of the issues which faces serious
CQWW contesters is how to stay awake for
the whole 48 hours. Indeed, not just how to
stay awake but how to stay productive during that time There was recently a thread on
this topic on the Contest Reflector. However, I thought it useful to turn hack to the
January 1997 issue of CQ Contest, which
featured a conversation with Ville 1- hi lessma
01I2MM, a top contester and also a medical
doctor.
One of the traps we fall into is leaving all
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As I promised last time, I want this time to
focus on CQ Worldwide contesting. The CQ
Worldwide contests are the premier international contests in the calendar, and are
therefore the ones that attract the highest
entries, the most expeditions, the most controversy, indeed the most everything. There
are so many entry categories that you just
have to be active in these contests each and
every year, or you simply will miss out on
the chance to try as many as possible. For
example, I have, over the years, enjoyed
single-op multi-band, single-op single-band
(160 of course), multi-single and multimulti efforts from G, as well as multi-op
expeditions (under the auspices of CDXC)
to both G.1 and GU, and all this in the Phone
leg of the contest. I have also enjoyed a
similar amount variety in the CW leg. For
some operators, the CQ Worldwide contests
are practically the only contests they enter,
and the whole year is spent in planning for
the next one. Look for example at the team
of G3SXW GM3YTS G4FAM and American friends who have contested in the CW
event from 5V TY ZF ZC4 CN 4U1 etc. Or
the GOKPW/M6'17M7T group who build up
a multi-multi station each year for the Phone
contest, with 12 or more towers, six operating positions, fully networked computers,
the whole shooting match, only to tear it all
down again the Monday after the contest.
What is it about these events that drives radio amateurs to such extremes?

CQWW History
The World-Wide DX Contest took place in
1939, sponsored by Radio magazine, and
organised by Herb Becker W6QD. His timing was unfortunate in that the Contest coincided with the outbreak of war in Europe.
Nevertheless the Contest, held over two
weekends, attracted 204 entries (127 CW,
77 phone). The CW winner was K6CGK

0,17T

(later better known as KI161J) on Hawaii,
and the Phone winner (not SSB, which had
yet to be invented) was CE3AG. Due to the
war, the 1940 contest was cancelled, and it
was not until 1948 that the Contest resumed.
However, the CQ Worldwide Contests, as
they became, have subsequently developed
into the biggest operating events in amateur
radio, with tens of thousands of different
callsigns appearing in the submitted logs.
Vast numbers of amateurs come on in these
events to work some new hand slots, try out
their contesting skills, or whatever, without
any intention of making a serious entry. It is
these guys who are the "bread and butter" of
serious contestants, without whom it would
be impossible to make a high score. Nevertheless, as in any contest, it is helpful to the
organisers to receive as many logs as possible, to aid in cross-checking the logs of the
high scorers. And the benefit to the "little
pistols" is that they see their score in print,
which will often encourage them to try just
a hit harder the following year. In any case,
there are so many different entry categories
in CQWW, that even those who only come
on for a few hours can often, with a bit of
forethought, enter a category, perhaps single-band or QRP, in which they stand a
good chance of getting a certificate.
In these days of computer logging, it is easy
to send in an entry, and CQ are now going
one step further and making it possible to
enter by e-mail over the Internet, so even the
cost of postage is avoided. Electronic logs
also make checking easier for the Contests
Committee, as these days they use software
which goes through the many thousands of
logs received in electronic form, checking
QSOs and picking up any that might contain
errors.
The Contests Committee is particularly concerned that some entrants send in printed

with an excellent talk by Roger G3SXW on Togo. We had a particularly successful raffle.
Thanks to Barry G4RK0 and Martin G4HKS for the raffle prizes. The same venue is planned
for next year
We now have some club clothing (A selection was shown).
The planning of the 1997 Convention is well under way with a brochure being included with the
July NL. If you wish to come please book early. We also need help in the CDXC room even if it
is only for an hour or so.
The Newsletter is going from strength to strength and Bren G4DY0 is doing a fine job. He asks
that more of you should contribute.
Thanks to the committee, the officers and the members for their support for the past year.
Finally many thanks to Mike our Treasurer and Dave our Secretary who have done sterling work
over the last four years. Thank you Mike and Dave.
Now over to Dave.
5. Secretary's report:
Dave GOHXN reported as follows:
As usual Neville has managed to say all that I was going to say. This year has been quite very
busy with Neville's marketing initiatives and there has been a steady stream of applications
through my letterbox. It has been encouraging throughout the year to meet many of you either
during social functions or on my trips around the country. As Neville has said I shall be retiring
from the post at this meeting and I would like to thank all of the committee and their wives for
the hospitality shown to me during the last four years at committee meetings. I would also like
to thank all members for your support during my stint and for your comradeship. Now over to
Mike.
6. Treasurer's report:
Mike G4PFF reported as follows: We started the year with 256 members and thanks to a very
successful membership drive had 342 paid up members by the end of March 1997. Resulting
from this membership initiative our subscription income rose by 27% during this year.
Software sales (G3WGV Log) more than doubled, we had predicted a gradual fall off of both
support and purchases but I am happy to report interest continues. Thanks to G3WGV who donated the software to CDXC.
Thanks as always to our advertisers an increase in advertising revenue of 31% this year. Please
support our advertisers whenever you can, without their support of CDXC our costs of producing the Newsletter would mean an increase in subscriptions.
Again thanks to our advertisers and sponsors who provided such excellent raffle prizes resulting
in an increase in raffle income 3 times that of the previous year.
CDXC Dinner costs were fully covered this year and I am sure the venue will be bursting at the

seams next year.

VKOIR - HEARD ISLAND

All in all a very successful year as far as income is concerned.

(A review of the book)
Kirsti Jenkins-Smith VK9NL

Now to the other side of the equation, our expenditure

.

Costs of both printing and postage rose during the year, this coupled with an increased print run
to account for new members saw our Newsletter and badges cost rise by almost 35%. We believe we have a very cost effective production and posting system in place.
With the increased size of the organisation the committee agreed that it was no longer reasonable to expect officers to shoulder the financial burden of office and provide the voluntary time
in addition. Although committee expenses have increased this year I can assure members that
claims are nowhere near the costs individual members have incurred.
Gifts & Trophies account for 2 years in this year so comparison with 95/96 is not directly possible
.

As mentioned earlier our membership drive produced an increase of membership. The costs of
that drive are approximately 33% of the additional membership income. Success can only be
measured by the renewals of membership by those taking up our trial offer.
One of the main purposes of CDXC is the support of DXpeditions and I am pleased to report we
have continued this activity again this year. We supported four major DXpeditions; your Chairman will give more details in his report.
This will be my last year as Treasurer. Since taking over from Ron G6LX in 1993 there have
been major changes in CDXC , at that time we had 150 members and the Newsletter ran to 22
pages. In the last 2 years alone we have more than doubled our financial reserves. This has been
planned in anticipation of a significant increase in DXpeditions as we approach sunspot maximum with consequent requests for funding.
Members should note that our costs per member continue to increase and out of each subscription this year only f1.74 has been carried forward to 1997/98 after allowing for expenditure.
It was proposed that membership for the new year would be unchanged, that is, £12.00 for UK
members and L17.00 for overseas members.
Proposed G3PJT
Seconded G3WGV Carried
7. Election of New Committee
At this point the outgoing Committee stood down and John G3WGV took over the Chair for the
election of the new committee. There was one applicant for each post.
President: G3OZF
Proposed GOWAZ
Seconded G3PSM Elected unanimously

The 2- man strong DXpedition to Heard Island in 1997 has without doubt introduced a
new era of DXpeditioning. Hailed as THE
Mega DXpedition, which made a record
80,000 QSOs, VKOIR will go down in history as a prime example of how a large
DXpedition should be conducted.
Bob Schneider KK6EK - leader of VKOIR,
has now published his book "VKOIR Heard
Island" which details just what it took to get
this huge undertaking under way. The book
is divided into sections, starting with the
original idea of going to Heard Island, followed by three years of planning until the
DXpedition got under way in early 1997.
The section on Heard Island gives a daily
account of how matters progressed on the
island. We learn about the team's living
conditions, working the pile-ups, forays into
the wilderness surrounding the camp and so
on. Not wanting to pre-empt Bob's excellent
book, suffice it to say that whereas many a
DXpeditioner of the past has put up with all
manner of makeshift living conditions, unforeseen emergencies and dubious travel arrangements, VKOIR suffered none of these.
Everything had been so minutely planned in
advance and enough money was available to
guarantee a smoothrunning and comfortable
DXpedition from start to finish.
Bob and his co-leaders are avid supporters
of combining new technology with more
traditional amateur radio operating and the
team made good use of satellite communications, Internet, et al. In fact, any
'problems' they may have encountered
while on Heard Island were certain birth
pangs when it came to uploading the daily
logs to satellite. But once these problems
were solved, this approach should prove to

benefit everyone, at home and abroad. A
quick logcheck could be made on the Internet and any complaints, request and other,
more useful, information, relayed back to
the team on Heard Island for appropriate
action. It had been decided not to network
the operator computers after a bug had been
discovered in the programme when tested
while still at sea, but logging was done exclusively on computers for the whole of the
operation. A comprehensive section of the
book devoted to 'radio science results' describes how the logs were processed before
being uploaded to the satellite. Much
thought, based on daily log summaries, went
into planning the next day's operating strategy to serve as many DXers as possible in
the various parts of the world and to decide
which areas were in need of more attention.
Several tables and graphs show QSO rates
for modes, bands and areas worked, followed by actual openings versus propagation forecasts and write-ups on what the
team experienced in this regard.
The 'pilot' co-ordinators around the world
also contribute to the book, giving their side
of the story, and the 'flow diagram' (one of
five) which shows the flow of information
for VKOIR from upload to download, illustrates clearly just what was involved in
keeping the world informed.
I enjoyed reading this account of a modern
day DXpedition to a difficult outpost which
I had visited myself once under vastly different circumstances. This modern day 214page hard cover book is a well written and
well produced quality item featuring many
coloured photos, including individual photos of the team members with a thumbnail
sketch of each so that we get to know them
all a little.
"VKOIR Heard Island" is available in
Europe from Ghis Penny, ON5NT.

at all times whilst 'running' The only difficulties encountered were on the second and
third harmonics of our 'run' frequency.
The contest started at 2.00pm local time
with a good sporadic E opening on 10m.
'Ten' is Jeff's favourite band, and - with a
5-el monobander - the band where we
should have the most potent signal. After
one hour and some 130 QSOs in the log,
though, the band faded, and but for a handful more multipliers, those were the only
contacts we made on 10m during the contest. 15m was even more disappointing and
even with the 4-el monobander it was difficult to get a run going. Twenty metres was a
different matter, and we ended up with more
QSOs on 20m than the other four bands
added together.
It was frustrating hearing 01-12JA/P and
0110MDR/1 running JAs which we could
not hear at all on 15m. You would have
thought that southern Europe is the place to
be for propagation, but mid-summer in
Scandinavia means long days with less absorption than lower latitude Malta and with few sunspots - the northern location
was definitely the place to be this year. At
sunspot maximum, 9H is going to be an almost unbeatable location, though!
We were logging using 'CTJ' - a program
which Jeff had written for contests which
are not supported by K I EA's CT, such as
the RSGB Commonwealth Contest, and
IOTA. It is intended for contesters who have
become used to using CT, but this was the
first contest in which it had been used 'in
real life', and, inevitably, a number of bugs
were discovered. The only one that caused
any problem during the contest was that it
would not recognise callsigns such as
IL3/IK I XXX, so these had to be logged in
the form IK I XXX/IL3 (which did work) and
then edited after the contest finished. That
bug has now been fixed and Jeff is continuing development work on CTJ.
Our final score was higher than last year -

slightly under 5.7 million points - but made
up from fewer QSOs (thanks to the lousy
15m and 10m conditions) and more IOTA
reference multipliers. It was difficult to determine whether the greater number of multipliers was because we had an additional
operator, or if there were just more multipliers on the air. Probably a combination of
both. One problem we did have was that we
received virtually no PacketCluster spots.
We were able to connect to a Cluster in l'1'9,
but it was not connected to any other nodes
and only had a few local stations connected
to it Undoubtedly, with a PacketCluster
service such as that now almost taken for
granted in the UK, we would have picked up
dozens more multipliers.
The day after the contest Dave flew back
home, but Andy and 1 had four more days in
Malta. We went into Valletta to pick up
Andy's licence - 9H3ZV - and spent the remainder of our stay sightseeing (including a
visit to 9114CM on the delightful island of
Gozo), quaffing the excellent local ale
(Cisk), sampling several of Malta's restaurants, and operating. As normal, conditions
seemed to suddenly improve after the contest, and whilst I was working a JA pileup
on 20m SSB, I was called by C21NJ on
Nauru at a genuine 58 signal - in the middle
of the day! On the morning before I left,
there was an excellent sporadic E opening
on 10m which lasted for hour after hour - if
only we had those conditions during the
contest!
We haven't won the IOTA contest this year,
but it was nevertheless great fun - I haven't
had as many laughs for years - and I'm sure
we'll be back again. Thanks to Jeff, 9H I EL,
for his excellent hospitality, and for allowing us to disrupt his station and life for a
week.
QSL information - 9HOA via LA2TO,
9H3XY via G4ZVJ, 9H3ZV via G4ZVJ.

Chairman: G3NUG
Proposed GOREP
Seconded G4VXT

Elected unanimously

Vice Chairman: G3PMR
Proposed G3XTT
Seconded G4PFF

Elected unanimously

Vice Chairman: G4JVG
Proposed GOOPB
Seconded GOWAZ Elected unanimously
Secretary: G3PMR
Proposed G3XTT
Seconded G4PFF

Elected unanimously

Treasurer: G3PJT
Proposed G3PMR
Seconded GOHXN Elected unanimously
Newsletter Editor: G4DYO
Proposed G3OZF
Seconded G3PMR Elected unanimously
G3NUG then again took over the chair of the meeting. He said that Bren G4DYO did not wish
to attend committee meetings and would be therefore shown as an officer in club literature. The
following officers had indicated their willingness to continue:
Contest Co-ordinator: Bill Moorwood G3CAQ
Awards Manager: Don Field G3XTT
8. Election of Auditor:
Auditor: G3ZAY
Proposed G4PFF
Seconded G3OZF

Elected unanimously

9. A.O.B.
Neville G3NUG referred to his note on page 6 of the month's (July) Newsletter in regard to
the forthcoming CDXC DXpedition. In view of the fact that a number of operators will be
committee members, the Committee proposes to ask an independent committee to consider the
issue of funding for this DXpedition. This committee will include those Committee Members
who are not participants in the DXpedition (G3PMR and G3PJT) plus additional ordinary members as necessary. G3PJT has agreed to chair this committee. We are hoping for the call 9MOC
and are awaiting the arrival of Ray G3NOM from Kuala Lumpur hopefully with news of its is-

sue.
• Don G3XTT asked, on behalf of Bren G4DYO, whether the quality of the photographs in the
Newsletter could be improved. There was some debate on various methods of reproduction.
G3NUG agreed to take this on board to find out what is feasible in co-operation with G4DYO.
• At this point Ray G3NOM arrived from Kuala Lumpur with news that although he did not
have the official paper with the 9MOC call it had been indicated to him that there would be no
problem. He also presented Roger G3KMA with a T-shirt as a token of thanks from the R.A.S.
of Thailand for the IOTA Committee's contribution to the recent DXpedition to Elephant Island
(HS).
• He then presented Neville, as representative of the 9MOC team, a selection of gifts from the
Malaysian Tourism Promotion Board as a starter pack for the team.
• Neville then presented Ray with one of the IOTA rigs donated by the late HB9DX. Ray will be
the IOTA rig manager for the Far East.
• G3OZF then presented a bouquet of flowers to Trish (XYL of Neville) as a token of our thanks
for letting us invade her home during the day and for all her unsung help throughout the year.
The meeting closed at 1305.

POSTBAG
ficulties! However, CDXC members will be
please to know that our President gets top
marks for his skill in producing bacon
sandwiches and coffee.

G3OZF ON NFD.
From Peter Chadwick, G3RZP:
I go back a long way on NFD with Don - I
think our first was a disastrous event in
1965, where the generator seized up! In the
late 60's and early 70's at Chelmsford, Don,
as Chief Op, instituted the requirement to be
kept on the operating team was to be able to
make 14 QSO's an hour. How things have
changed. One occasion, I remember generator difficulty there too - I remember stripping G3VPK's Honda in the field to release
the valve which was stuck open, before we
could start the contest. Don also came up
with the method of making a KW2000A
send and receive on the same frequency by
suitable use of the RIT - something a lot of
people should have learnt, but didn't. This
year he didn't mention the Inspector's (ME!)
comments on his instructions for finding the
site. I admit to not having a 1 inch (or whatever) OS map, but I call Dick Dievendorf
(K6KR) in as a reference to site finding dif-

RTTY

From Peter Halls, G-ICRY:
I mentioned the K6STI RTTY software in
the July 1997 issue of CDXC. Brian has
now introduced sister software, also using
the SoundBlaster card which is a very good
audio filter. Briefly, the phase information
in the received audio is used to build a stereo image of the received sound. This makes
the various separate sounds in the audio
'field' stand out in a similar way to solo instruments in a stereo music recording. Weak
CW signals become very easy to pick out
from the other junk.
High pass and low pass filters are built in
software and the filter chain thus formed is
drawn on the PC screen. Filter parameters
are changed using the mouse. In addition the
incoming audio is also displayed.
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expected, we did have a few equipment
problems, and so wondered if we could have
done even better if everything had worked
perfectly. Provisional arrangements were
made with Jeff for a return visit this year,
but as luck would have it, Don had to attend
a business meeting in the Far East at the end
of July and so could not go to Malta. In
1996, we had thought that three operators
were not quite enough, as fatigue in the
early hours of the morning meant that we
were perhaps not operating as efficiently as
we could have been. With four operators,
we could more easily take a break from the
rig, and so, theoretically at least, always be
'fresh'.

considerable problems with customs, who
wished to impound the FT-I000MP we had
with us until after we had collected our licence. Because the licensing office was
closed until the Monday morning after the
contest, this was inconvenient to say the
least. So this year, Jeff had gone to considerable trouble to get my licence posted to
me and I received the callsign 9H3 X Y a day
before my departure. This made me a lot
happier as I took my FT-890AT, Icom PS35A switch-mode power supply, and 386SX
notebook PC through customs. Naturally,
armed with all the correct paperwork as I
was, customs did not stop me at all and I
sailed through without any problems at all!

With Don out of the equation, we needed
two more operators. CDXC came to the rescue, with top CW and contest operators
Dave Lawley, G4BUO, and Andy Chadwick, G4ZVJ, volunteering their services.
Meanwhile, Jeff, 9111 EL, had joined CDXC,
so it was now an exclusively CDXC operation!

Dave had arrived earlier and was admiring
the view over the whole island from Jeff's
QM!, 700ft ASL in Rabat, close to Mdina,
the old capital of Malta. His roof-top antennas include a 3-element monoband Yagi for
14MHz, and a 4-ele on 21MHz on the same
tower, with a 5-ele on 28MHz on another
tower. For 40m Jeff had recently put up a
full-size quarter-wave ground-plane, the top
of which was higher than all the other antennas. On 80m is a dipole, bent to fit into
the plot. All the antennas are home built by
Jeff himself and despite the highly potent
antenna farm it is worth pointing out that
Jeff lives in a semi-detached villa in a residential part of town with a very small back
garden. Easy access to a large flat roof is the
only thing which makes the 9H I EL antenna
farm a possibility.

In common with most DXpeditions these
days, almost all the planning was accomplished with the aid of numerous E-mails.
This was a necessity as Dave lives in Kent,
Andy in Yorkshire, Jeff in Malta and I in
Hertfordshire, making personal meetings
difficult. However, the team did have a
chance to get together for the first time
(Dave and Andy had never met Jeff before)
at the Yorkshire DX Cluster Group meeting
earlier this year, which happily coincided
with a visit Jeff had planned to his ancestral
home in Lancashire. It was clear then that
the team would 'gel' as, after several pints
of Black Sheep ale, it became apparent that
we all saw eye to eye and intended the operation to be a serious contest-winning effort.

We spent the whole of Friday re-assembling
Jeff's station in preparation for the contest.
We used my FT-890AT with Jeff's homebrew amplifier as the main 'running' station, with Jeff's FT-1000MP and SI3-200
amplifier as the main 'multiplier-spotting'
station. An ancient FT-902 was brought out
of retirement to use as a third spotting receiver. We used Dunestar switched handpass filters between each rig and amplifier,
which effectively prevented mutual band-toband interference, and allowed us to listen

Eventually the day came and Dave, Andy
and I flew in to Malta from Gatwick, Manchester and Stansted respectively, causing
Jeff to make three separate return trips to
the airport at Luqa. Last year, Don and I had
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change the booking. There was no ferry on
the Sunday night, but there was an early
morning sailing on Monday 30 th , which we
booked.
We caused quite a lot of interest amongst
the Sunday visitors to the island, who
wanted to know what we were doing. It's
bad enough trying to explain amateur radio
to people who speak English, but it was totally impossible in my atrocious French! An
unexpected pleasure was a visit from JeanPaul, F3TT who was visiting the island as a
tourist and who spent some time with us.
We decided that we would need to close
down and pack up at about 1300 UTC (3
pm) as the ferry was scheduled for 5 pm.
The QSO rate had dropped right down by
this time and Jim's last QSO was with
9113JR at 1240 UTC - his 739 th , and mine
with S58MU at 1312 UTC - my 701".
We packed up all the gear and paid the bill
for the room. When the ferry arrived, we
were still in the process of transporting it to
the jetty. 1 loaded what we had onto the
foredeck, explained to the ticket collector
that we needed tickets and that we had more
baggage ashore. Going back to collect it, I
found Jim busy tidying up the room. I
picked up the last of the baggage, told him
to hurry and headed back to the jetty, to find
the ferry had cast off and was leaving without us. After much shouting and to the embarrassment of the ticket collector, the ferry
put pack to shore and we loaded the last of
the gear.
Jim was carrying the Jerry cans, which still
contained some petrol. Again the captain
refused to allow them on board "for safety
reasons", no matter how much we protested.
We were thus obliged to abandon about 30
litres of petrol in two Jerry cans on the island's jetty. I have since wondered quite
how "safe" that was, but could see no alternative. I'm sure the islanders put the petrol
to good use!

On arrival at B'nodet, we loaded all the gear
into the car and set off towards Roscoff,
planning to find a small hotel for the night
en route. The ferry left at 8.30 am, and I
wanted to be as close as possible to the port
the previous evening. We finally found a
room in St Pol de L,on had a good meal and
slept very well.
It was very disappointing to have to cut the
planned time on the island by 50%, as was
the low number of QSL's in general, particularly with our transatlantic friends.
However, it was good experience and we
learned a lot about what not to do next time!
Our particular thanks must go to our XYL's
Cheryl and Jan for letting us go; to M Herpe
for his help in arranging the accommodation
and to G3NUG and the IOTA Committee
for the loan of the transceivers, without
whom this operation would not have been
possible.
Special QSL's have been printed and are
available for both stations via G3SWEI direct with reply paid postage (QTHR in any
callbook since 1970) or via the RSGB Bureau.

CDXC 9H IOTA CONTEST
OPERATION
Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG
Last year, Don Beattie, G3OZF, and I travelled to Malta to operate in the RSGB IOTA
Contest. We teamed up with Jeff Morris,
9H I El„ who had organised a special callsign for the contest - 9110A. The operation
was a great success, as the article by Don in
the CDXC Newsletter after the expedition
showed. We won first place in the multioperator Home Station category, but were
pipped to the post for overall first place by
DXpedition station 011MDR/P (we were
not classified as a DXpedition because we
were using Jeff's home station).
Whilst the actual operation during the contest went about as well as could have been

There is a demo version available on the
Internet which runs for about 5 minutes. The
system works for CW and SSB and is easy
and entertaining to use.
If you have a Creative Audio sound card and

a math co-processor in your PC and would
like to try it, Brian's Internet address is
K6STI@n2.net . If you do not have Internet
access, I expect that Brian will send a floppy
copy but you should write to begin with don't forget the SAE and IRC!

WELCOME!
The following DXers have recently joined CDXC or renewed their membership. We hope that
they will enjoy being members and that they will participate in CDXC activities:
DK2OC
DL2HCB
G3RSD
G4RGK
GMOVRP

Ulrich
Bert
John
Dave
Ray

QRV AGAIN AFTER 33 YEARS

A nostalgic roller-coaster
Jorgen Faxholm, MOAXP/OZ3CF
It's 17 January 1960. I am 17 years old have just passed the Morse and technical
tests in Copenhagen October 1959 - 2 years
after the launch of Sputnik I. 1 have no
money and struggle to rig a "bird's nest" 80
m Tx using a coil and a ceramic capacitor
for crystal, carefully designed around
3.525MHz! Receiver is a 0-v-1. Bird's nest
too. The pride, when I chirping and drifting
bag OZ4KY 25 miles away, totally overshadows - and always will - the feeling of
dragging for example VP8CIW in Port
Stanley out of a pile-up in June 97.
OZ4KY's QSL card takes place of honour
amongst JT1, KR6, VS4, CR7, VS9 (=701 !!) - and other prefixes, which in many cases
have ceased to exist, as have the countries.
Tanganyika? Northern Rhodesia? Nyasaland?
When looking at my framed QSLs from this
distant past, expertly put behind glass by
"Framing Matters" in Hammersmith for
everyone to admire, I have often wondered
why I dropped amateur radio so suddenly?

Berlin
Hamburg
Cleethorpes
High Wycombe
Stirling

From a teen-age passion (to the grief of my
mother, who thought I should concentrate
on my A-levels) it probably disappeared under the burden of University, work, having
a family and a "corporate career", taking me
from Denmark via Holland (in 1974) over
Switzerland, finally ending up in England in
1983. My last QSO, I think, was in 1964. I
have lost the old log-books during 12 removals in 20 years! Last record of a rig is a
complex, home-built All-Band HF CW/SSB
transmitter with Collins Mechanical Filter
and a Superhet with 11 valves and an intricate home made electronic keyer. Learning
is fast when you are committed and 20! In
the book at that time was a turbulence of
AA, WW, VK/ZL, OZCCA contests - not as
a winner, but lots of fun and no sleep. And
a DXCC double up, although I never dared
send my QSLs to ARRL!! My CW was by
then as good and fast as any professional.
Last attempt to revive a dying interest was
my innovatively constructed Boolean circuit
producing automatic CQ DE OZ3CF in
1968 - complex then, now a standard in
most rigs or via the PC interface. I never
used it.
October 1996. I am 53. A crazy idea makes

first time in 33 years. Having spent the past
few days just listening, I feel confident I can
still read an RST report. CW is like biking once learnt, never forgotten. Yeah - who
says? Listening to a 7Mc band I don't recognise I discover strange behaviour: Rare
stations are not really rare any more. ZA
was not an option in Enver Hoxha's Albania! The more rare, the better the reports
(599) and the shorter the QSOs! German
tourists having a ball on Gozo. Having
practised the built-in electronic keyer I call
a 3V8 - and DAMN - nerves and excitement: I do the wrong thing; I use what is
firmly logged in my brain and fingers,
OZ3CF - and get him in first attempt
through a pile-up.! No escape. My first
QSO is not a G3 around the corner in Ealing
- it's Tunisia - a country I chased for half a
year back in 1960!

me call the Danish authorities - and surprise: My old licence is still valid for another year before lapsing into oblivion.
Quickly - pay the fee, reinstate the old callsign and jump on the CEPT and EU-train,
which amongst demands for straight cucumbers and perfectly round tomatoes also
carries more realistic standards such as the
I IAREC (Harmonised Amateur Radio Examination Certificate) - just out of the oven
in March 1997. Quick check if I can transfer OZ3CF to the UK - - Membership of
RSGB and bingo - MOAXP is up and running. Iluh? MI is San Marino or what?
Next question: What rig? I read every single advertisement in RadCom 10 times over,
check with local suppliers and visit Picket's
Lock to see for myself. A scary experience recently there was a very critical reader's
letter in RadCom talking about the trainspotter/ anorak image of our hobby - - it
doesn't escape me, but my own experience
of curious and active young people eager to
experiment and learn doesn't seem to have
disappeared - or what? As I discover, it is
very much part of the debate today in the
attempt to keep our hobby fresh and alive.

And then they roll in - a couple of DLs and
ItB9s to get the paddle swing in gear, then
the decision not to go local unless called.
7Mc is full of CM, FR, FG and SV8 countries I chased in vain 30 years ago.
And strange call-signs: 9A, X58 (sounds
more like African or Far-East DXpeditions)
but just plain old YU split into bits and
pieces. Even good old Norway has gone
bonkers and uses LM in addition to LA
(causing a pile-up just because the operator
in Trondheim limits his QSOs to a 5NN report! good laugh); and Jan Mayen that was
an easily comprehensible LA/P in 1960 now
sounds like a hybrid between Japan and
Luxembourg with a .1X call sign.

Slightly better off than in 1960 - and clearly
with less waste time available - I settle for
an FT-1000/MP and a Cushcrafl 7000 vertical. A conservation area in Hammersmith
with patios rather than paddocks does not
invite installation of 4-el Yagis stacked for
80-10! Angry looks from the neighbours
when 8m of aluminium rise from the chimney stack Anno 1850; lots of mumbling
about disturbance, interference and danger I figure that a spot of fast talking, informing
immediate neighbours about what I am doing, is called for. "Stakeholder management" in today's organisational lingo. 1 suspect the jungle drums are still working
overtime in St Peter's Square. People are a
funny species.

A Cuban station (I never bagged such an
exotic country when Khruschev tried to establish missile bases in the 60's - ) asks me
for my WAB number. Asking him what he
means he chose a polite 73 and QRU. I
have a lot to learn.
Then there is the FP5 station keeps Morsing
UP2 after his call sign. What on earth is he
doing in Lithuania? I get him - but only after friendly prodding from other stations in

7 April 1997: Adrenaline and expectations
at maximum - about to go on the air for the
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powered electricity.

Conditions were very poor and the bands
I did
seemed only to be open to Europe.
work a handful of US and Canadian stations, but Jim worked none at all. It was the
weekend of the US field day contest, and we
suspected that the field day stations were
too busy working each other to look for
QSO's with non US stations.

The weather was fine and there was a courtyard outside the room, so we decided to set
up our two stations on the pub style table
outside, running one radio from the local
power and one from the quieter of our two
generators. Jim set up his 20 metre ground
plane and I set up my multi-band inverted
vee dipoles on a 30 foot telescopic mast,
maintaining about 100 metres between the
two antennas. We found that we could operate the two stations simultaneously on
14260 KHz SSB and 14025 KHz CW without any untoward mutual interference.

Skip on 14 MHz was not good to the UK.
We were able to work GM's without difficulty, as well as G's in the north but almost
nothing in the south. Even my favourite
band of 10.1 MHz failed to live up to expectations.
The only time that I got a good pile up running was on 7 MHz after 2100 UTC, which
was 11 pm local time and after dark. 14
MHz had died; Jim had packed up and was
ready for bed. Light for the keyboard of the
logging computer had become a problem, as
the low energy table light I was using shone
in all but the right direction. I was also very
tired, and was having trouble reading the
calls of the stations calling as a result. 1 ran
the pile up for half an hour or so but then
decided to call it a night. Jim had 521
QSO's in his log, and I had only 338.

Jim's first QSO was on SSB with DL2DXA
at 1309 UTC. Mine was on CW with
DK9QD at 1307 UTC and Jim worked on
14 MHz steadily for an hour or so. I made
forays on to 18.1 MHz and 21 MHz but
could not generate a pile up. Jim was obviously in much greater demand than me and I
came to the conclusion that my signal was
not getting out as well as his. We changed
antennas, and my rate increased, whereas
Jim's decreased, which proved where the
problem lay.
To maintain the maximum distance between
the antennas, I had erected mine at the end
of about a 120 metre run of URM70 coax.
This exact arrangement had worked well in
the Minkies, so I was a bit sceptical when
the problem appeared to be power loss
along the feeder. I had tried to obtain attenuation figures for URM70 at 14 MHz,
but could only get figures for 100 MHz (1.5
dB per 10 metres) and 1000 MHz. My interpolation seems to be in question!

I was up early the following morning and
the flow of QSO's was steady, with activity
on 7, 14 and 18.1 MHz. Jim took down his
ground plane and put up a sloping dipole for
7 MHz but found activity to be poor, so reverted to 14 MHz after a couple of hours.
We decided that, providing we could change
our Channel ferry booking from Monday
evening to Sunday evening we should take
the Sunday afternoon ferry from the island,
as we had no desire to be stranded there.
Jim has a mobile phone with GSM facilities,
so we tried to call the "freephone" number
for Brittany Ferries in Plymouth, only to
find that you can't call a UK "freephone"
number or Directory Enquiries from abroad!
We thus had to get Jim's wife to call Directory Enquiries for the Plymouth number,
then call us back with it before we could

I quickly lowered the telescopic mast and
moved it to a closer location within the
courtyard, within a 20 metre cable run of the
rig. In the process, the antennas got hopelessly tangled and, with Jim's help, I spent
about two and a half hours untangling and
re-erecting them. The QSO rate then increased to a more satisfactory level.
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LES ILES GLENAN (EU-094)

more favourable. Although there is a choice
of several ferries, their schedules did not
commence until after Easter. We had alternative dates available in May, but the rooms
were all booked by the diving school. The
weekend of 28 th and 29 th June was finally
decided upon. Channel ferry timings from
Plymouth to Roscoff were most convenient
and integrated well with the Beg Meil ferries to the island at 10 am on Saturday 28 th ,
returning at 5 pm on Monday 30 th .

BY PHIL WHITCHURCH, G3SWH
Following our successful 1996 expedition to
Les Minquiers (the Minkies - EU-099) as
GJ3RTE:iP and GJI3SWII/P, Jim and I
started to look for an island group to activate in 1997. We considered St Kilda (EU059) and St Tudwal's (EU-106), but were
unable to obtain permission to land, so our
thoughts turned towards some of the more
unusual French islands.

We had been fortunate enough to borrow
two of the IOTA Committee's Yaesu FT900AT transceivers. Our plan was to be on
the air from the island with two stations for
over 48 hours.

I had activated Les Iles Chausey (EU-039)
myself in March 1996 and Les Iles St Marcouf (E11-081) were found to be inaccessible following un-repaired storm damage to
the jetty. A little research showed that Les
Iles Glenan, in the Bay of Biscay, off Concarneau were both inhabited and accessible,
so I started to make more concrete plans.

Everything went according to plan until we
arrived at the ferry company's offices in Beg
Meil, when we found that the ferry had been
cancelled due to bad weather. The very
helpful lady found an alternative ferry at 10
am from B'nodet and 1 drove the 10 kms or
so at breakneck speed, stopping only to fill
our Jerry cans with petrol for the two generators.

Using my limited spoken French I made
contact with the tourist office in Fouesnant
and was lucky enough to find a very helpful
lady there called Lydia who spoke good
English. I learned there is an internationally
famous sailing school and a diving centre on
the islands as well as some very limited accommodation for rent.

We made it in plenty of time and Jim went
off to get some essential provisions whilst I
exercised my French to get the tickets, only
to be told there was no return ferry on Monday evening, only Sunday or Tuesday. I left
the question of the return open and we
started to load our equipment onto the
"Aigrette". As soon as the Jerry cans of petrol appeared, we were told that they would
not be allowed on the boat. After some desperate negotiations, the captain relented and
they were carried on the foredeck. The rest
of our gear was stowed on the stern.

Neither the sailing school nor the diving
centre were interested in providing rooms
for radio amateurs, so Lydia gave me the
telephone number of Monsieur Herpe, who
also speaks good English and whose girlfriend runs Les Viviers, one of the two restaurants on the island of St Nicolas. M
Herpe was most helpful and accepted our
booking over the telephone, refusing my offer of a deposit and saying we could pay by
credit card on the island.

The ferry journey was uneventful and there
was no sign of the bad weather which had
upset our plans. On arrival at the island, we
unloaded our gear and I set off to find M
Herpe, only to find that nobody knew him! I
eventually found his girlfriend and we were
shown to our room which had two single
beds, a sink, a gas cooker and generator

The archipelago consists of a total of nine
islands, each of which counts separately for
the French islands award (DIFM) but only as
a single group for IOTA purposes.
We originally wanted to go at the end of
March, when we believed propagation to be
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the pile-up to move over!!

you'll get a 449! Not an SNN. If I really
concentrate on DX we may meet on HF if I
can organise packing up the rig when going
to Sri Lanka in November. Interested in a
sked with 4S7? The best hotel in the world
is on Bom Bom Island (Sao Thome e Principe), but the next best is in the hills 17
miles outside Kandy, on an old tea plantation. Wonderful climate, swimmingpool,
great food - and 4S7/MOAXP on the right
side of a 1997 DX pile-up?

Long, nice chat with G3WUX in Harrow - I
am up to speed on RST, Name and QTH,
but a rag chew? Holy mackerel, sweat on
the front just as when I was called by W8FJ,
who appeared to be a talkative vet in Philadelphia, at 1 am on 7MHz. I'm getting
there, but the old CW bike needs some
greasing of the chain.!
However, the bug is back!! CW DXing bit
me 37 years ago - and it's still got the sting.
The American nuclear Physicist Edward
Teller was once asked why he always sat
smiling in the tram. "I'm probably the only
one understanding quantum physics in this
compartment" was his answer. Finding myself, ostensibly, at the average age of present
days radio amateurs and with the American
Coast Guard having abandoned the demand
for CW amongst its operators, 1 think I'll
begin to allow myself a wry smile in the underground! CW is me. 1 have not even tried
the mike yet

What a difference from 1960. What a wonderful hobby.

HF CONVENTION - CDXC
HOSPITALITY ROOM
Alan Jubb G3PMR

CDXC wiN, as usual, be running a hospitality room at the
HF Convention. In order to allow the Committee to see
something of the Convention,
we'd like some help in manning the room.

So where to go from here? IOTA is one answer. Great replacement for DXCC. I'm
still looking with pride at my 1960 Norfolk
Island, Fernando Noronha and Bjornoya
QSLs. If they are still there my FT1000/MP
will get them - but I am too late for the
VKOIR-hype! And my wife has a great
problem with my spending time talking to
unknown people in "Timbuktu" as she calls
it - not realising that we are all hunters and
gatherers and (luckily!) retain a good portion of the playing child well into old age.
Well certainly beyond 53. She has promised
me the Timbuktu yellow pages 1998, so I
can call them on the phone! Of course I will
try my luck in the IOTA test, use my laptop
and SDIOTA from El5D1 - and will probably make a mess out of it in 1997, but just
wait for 1998. Despite my background in
digital technology you won't find me on
Packet and RTTY. A chat on SSB will do but Teller and I stand firm on our special
skills - - and watch out - if I read you 449,

If you'd be prepared to give
an hour or more of your time
to helping out, please let me
know, giving date, and any
preference you may have for
a time slot.
Pm contactable by Email,
phone or mail (see details on
the front of the Newsletter),
but NOT by PacketCluster, as
I no longer have a reliable
connection, and rarely log on
these days.
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DXHC kEPDkl
DXCC AWARDS
This CDXC Newsletter feature lists all UK HF DXCC participants appearing in QST®, including cal lsigns and their DXCC credits.:
17M

NEW MEMBERS
Mixed
Phone

CW
80m
40m
IUm

04( AVI.
(i4SOF
(i3PMR
( ,41)W1
04SOF
03KWK
03KWK
( BKWK
6311QX
(i1KWK
04S06

216
319
248
212
307
105
153
124
49
10I
117
169

0400D

Phone

GOWAZ
(;311()X
(13KWK
G4D1C

318
155
254
259

CW

03! IQX
(i3MXI
03PMR
GM3YOR

135
331
281
302

160M

(BMX!
GM3YOR

150
122

NEW HONOR ROLL
MEMBER
(IOWAZ 320/324
ENDORSEMENTS
Mixed

(1311QX
031ISR
03KWIC
03MXJ
CANSY
O3PMR
Ci4BPV
GID3C
(iM3YOR

SBDXCC G1KWK

205
262
307
351
348
294
224
260
305

80M

(iM3YOR

146

40M

GM3YOR

205

10M

OMITOR
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MARCH 1997 HONOR ROLL - UK LISTINGS
04FEI I

MIXED
328
(DAM!:
(I W3AI IN
(DUCT
(iMIrrN
(13KMA
0301Q
0311M1
0M313QA
(MITA
031CD13
031 NS
0411116
(J41)Y0
(1W3ARS
O3SNN
03R FE
(1413WP

378
378
371
367
362
360
358
357
355
351
350
343
341
339
338
336
336

327
G3C01
(131.QP
03MXJ
O3NSY
03 VMW
04016

352
351
351
348
336
334

326
03AAE
031EC
O3KYF
031-1W
03113A
03ZAY
(13TXE
03SJH
03WPF
0W41311:

376
355
348
348
348
345
344
343
338
338

04ADD
0401R
0461X1
325
GM3C1X
(131613
GM3AWW
((41)05

334
334
333
333
332

(1M3Y1 S
03V XI

358
355
349
334
333
331
330

324
GRIM
(i3K1.I.
G3RCA
GMOAXY
04ZYQ
0M4KLO

365
347
336
330
329
329

(is)crr

323
G3TMA
041,12

333
329

322
G361CM
03A1.1
G3VKW
GODQS
GM4YMM

370
346
336
327
326

321
G3KAA
03PIT

349
324

320
(1131V1
041331W
04 YRR
GOWAZ

363
325
325
324

(13611(
04PTI
(AZYQ

PHONE
328
OW3AIIN
(ONLY
O3IJML
GM3BQA
03KMA
CADY°
GW3ARS
GW3CDP
03SNN
(i4BWP
(340ED
(14W61.

375
359
358
357
352
341
339
339
336
336
333
333

G31.QP

351

326
03JEC
037LW
GLZBA
CilKY6
G3SJII
GM) W1L
G4ADD
04018
04001)
0000L

355
348
348
344
343
334
333
332
331
330

324
343
335

328

031.1CM

366

321
03C01
GODQS
041.1F

337
326
326

320
GMOAXY
G4SQA
G4 YRR

326
325
325

328
G3KMA
04BWP

338
335

326
041i1X1
G3RTE
0401R

332
331
331

325
03VMW
03WPF

331
331

324
03MX.1

331

323
03TXF
0M3 YTS

332
329

322
0413116
04E12

323
GM3CIX
G3KLL
03XTT

322

CW

327

03ZAY
03RCA
(34LVQ

328
328
328

347
346
331

331
328

320
G3KDI3
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hoping for a pile-up, but although some of
the Europeans were quite strong activity
was sparse. Probably not too many folk
check 80 in mid-summer and, checking after
I got home, I had not been spotted on 80 on
PacketCluster. But Peter G3XJS worked me
very easily with his QRP, so propagation
was certainly there. Anyway, that evening I
managed another 227 QSOs in about two
and a half hours of operation. By far the
strongest signal on 40m, and probably the
strongest signal on the whole trip, was from
Clive GM3P01, who told me he had just
finished putting up his new 40m beam at
100ft. As he has been doing so well on 40m
recently even without the beam, I was horrified at what this means for future contests!
Incidentally, while putting up the antenna
that day I was approached by a stranger who
turned out to be TF300, from Reykjavik
but holidaying with his family. He was the
only local ham we met in TF, although I saw
a few Yagis around Reykjavik itself.

Reykjavik we had a great view of the
Westmann Islands (IOTA EU-071) which
would have been a terrific spot from which
to operate the IOTA contest and, indeed, a
number of people I had worked during the
week had jumped to the conclusion that I
would be doing exactly that. Unfortunately,
the timing was impossible, as SAS have just
one flight a week to and from Iceland and it
is at the weekend, so we found ourselves
travelling home as the contest started.
Maybe another time.
All in all I was surprised at the size of the
pile-ups I encountered from TF, especially
given my modest signal, and I can only
conclude that demand is high even from
what must be considered at best "semi-rare"
countries. There were four direct QSLs
waiting by the time I arrived home, with one
from a G3C station who said that in 50 years
on the air he had yet to receive a QSL from
TF! At least that's something I can put right
for him.

My last activity was the following evening
(23rd July) when I managed to get on the
bands a bit earlier, and give 20 metres a decent going over while the band was still
wide open to Europe and the US. As my last
fling, I also put out a final CQ on 30 metres,
expecting a handful more contacts, but the
channel remained busy for 70 minutes and
147 QSOs before I was able to take a short
break and then to wind up my operation
with a short burst on 40. In total, my final
evening of operation netted another 383
contacts, taking my final tally to 1111, comfortably exceeding the 1000 target I had set
myself Although we had two more days in
Iceland I didn't bother to unpack the rig
again. Actually, the following morning provided one additional diversion, in that I had
flattened the car battery with my last efforts.
However, what's the point of having a teenage son who is a county rugby player, if he
can't be used to push start a car occasionally!

Some brief statistics follow:

Band
80
QSOs
12
Countries 7

40
425
47

30 20
428 246
43 31

Total
1111
57

AS-072 PANGKOR ISLAND
There was a small operation for the IOTA
97 contest (26/27 July 1997) from this Island by Ray G3NOM/9M20M, call-sign
9M20M/P. The rig was a FT900 barefoot (
this rig was donated by the late HB9DX to
the RSGB IOTA program, and is to be kept
in Malaysia by 9M2OM for use by anyone
mounting IOTA operations in the AsiaPacific Area). The antenna was a homebrew Ground-Plane antenna at 17m. The
number of QSOs was 381. The QSL manager is GOCMM - Address: John Bell, 28
Stiles Avenue, Marple, Stockport, SK66LR,
England, UK. Thanks to all those who made
and tried to QSO.

Driving back along the south coast towards
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K5V f
5V7V"I
K7GE 5V71L
K7PN 5V7PN
KC7V 5V7MF
N7BG 5V7BG
N7MB 5V7MH
W6RGG 5V7BV
OSI, via home-call except 5V7A which goes
to GM4AGL. For 5V7A cards we also welcome e-mail requests for bureau replies .
Send to g3s.rw@compuserve.com
We look forward to working you in the
contest.

TF/G3XTT
Don Field, G3XTT
Having been a regular business traveller to
Scandinavia during 1996, I had collected
enough frequent flyer miles on Scandinavian Airlines to contemplate a holiday to
one of their destinations. It seemed appropriate to try somewhere that I wouldn't
normally get to, which suggested Iceland,
Greenland or Svalbard. If I had been going
alone, then the latter two might have been
attractive, but I wanted to take the children,
and Iceland had always held a fascination
from what I had heard about it, so I booked
tickets to Reykjavik (via Copenhagen).
The trip was to be a camping holiday, with
the one major expense being a hire car (and,
believe me, hire cars in Iceland are a major
expense, mainly because they take such a
battering on the many unmetalled inland
roads). Not unnaturally, my thoughts for the
trip included the possibility of taking along
a radio, especially as licensing would be no
problem (TF is covered by the CEPT licence
arrangements).
I didn't make any effort to pre-publicise the
trip, as I didn't want to raise expectations,
but simply packed my 1C-735, a 9 metre fibreglass fishing pole, and a substantial reel
of wire, with the intention of doing some

casual evening operating from the various
campsites.
My first hurdle was actually getting the
fishing pole into the country. What, as a
non-fisherman, I hadn't realised, is that
fishing equipment can only be taken into
Iceland with a veterinarian's certificate to
say that it has been sterilised! So some rapid
explanations to the customs people were required, with my two offspring pretending
they didn't know me! Presumably my explanation was so bizarre as to be true, and
they eventually let me through.
We were tired after the day's travel, so after
cooking ourselves supper the children went
off to bed and I cut a quarter-wave of wire
for 40m, taped it to the fishing pole, threw
out some radials and fired up. To my astonishment, as I had not considered TF in any
way rare, I worked 176 QSOs in the next 95
minutes, before deciding that I, too, could
do with some sleep. The following evening I
repeated the exercise, this time adding a
further quarter-wave wire for 30 metres.
Once again the pile-ups were intense, and
just under 4 hours of operating netted another 325 QSOs, despite some problems
with my signal which, with some help from
John G3WGV at the distant end, I traced to
low battery voltage which was causing the
IC-735 synthesiser to go out of lock. Running the car engine cured the problem. I was
also delighted that evening to complete a
sked with my good friend Chris ZS6EZ on
both CW and SSB on 40m, giving Chris his
315th country on phone. Astonishing that he
could have so many, but not TF. Unfortunately a 30m sked failed, with no propagation.
I took a couple of evenings off after that, as
we were at a mountain campsite where we
had to pitch the tent some way from the car,
but when we moved back to the coast I once
again set up shop, also trying 20 and 80 metres for the first time. I had been pestered by
a number of people for 80m QSOs, so I was

HONG KONG - CONTINUED
In this feature last month (page 18, or was it
page 19?!) Phil Weaver explained that an
agreement had been reached for the ITU
block allocation of VR 1-9 to be retained for
licensing facilities for aircraft, ships,....
amateur radio licences.
Within one week of the change of administration the Chinese authorities decided that
as far as aircraft licensing was concerned
they would not continue with the VR series
and started re-registering aircraft in the B
series, the same as used throughout the rest
of China.
The question has to be asked - if the radio
authorities opt NOT to retain VR but to
change to BY (or some other B prefix) will
the DXCC status be effected?
Time will tell...

DXCC2000 UPDATE
From: K1MEM Date: 4-Aug 2227Z
The DXCC 2000 committee presented 2
concepts to the board of directors in July.
The committee will finish their work in
January with a final report to the BoD.
Concept I Criteria:
Point I Government: To be on the DXCC
list by reason of government one of these 3
conditions must be met:
I. Be a member of the United Nations
2 Be a member of the IARU.
3. Have an official assigned Call Sign allotment.
Point 2, Separation by water
1 The 225 miles requirement is replaced
with 350 kilometres.
2. The 500 mile requirement is replaced
with 800 kilometres.
3. "minimum size" is defined as "2 points

separated by not less than 100 meters of
connected land above the high tide mark".
Point 3 separation by another DXCC country
1. The 75 mile requirement is replaced with
100 kilometres.
Point 4. Ineligible areas
1. No changes proposed
Concept 2:
Band awards.
The Band Award program consists of 10
single band awards. The bands are 160, 80,
40, 20, 17, 15, 12, 10, 6 and 2 meters.
Two new cumulative DXCC awards are
being created by using the totals from nine
of the single band awards. (160-6 meters)
There will be the DXCC 2000 Challenge
Award, with 1 points per country per band
160-6 meters (not 30 meters). Certificates,
plaques, pins etc. at 1000, 1500, 2000 and
2500 point levels. A special trophy is given
the overall leader each year (no charge, one
per person).
A special DXCC 2000 Award for 100
countries in the year 2000 will be offered.
Non-endorseable, no QSLs required (Ed:
Alleluia!).

There will be some changes in the manner
Honor Rolls and Standings are reported in
QST. Yearbook will not change.
This report will be reported in QST and
copies of the complete report are available
from ARRL.

THE WORST DAY OF DIUNG IS INFINITELY BETTER THAN THE BEST
DAY WORKING
.

OXOPA3177047S

f/t/fle/1/70P/CS
"THANK YOU, YOUR
MAJESTY..."

of very careful planning and preparation
soon made it seem only too real.

by Martyn Phillips, G3RFX*

First, the paperwork. In the circumstances
the Radiocommunications Agency kindly
agreed to me operating GB500JC from my
home station, as long as it was 'just for the
day'. Then the gear. My TS-950SDX
plus Linear Amp UK 'Hunter' was more
than adequate for the job. Given reasonable conditions, my Cushcraft R7 vertical at
50' would have been more than adequate
too. After all, I
kept saying to
myself, it's
'only' VO! But
with poor
propagation and
the distinct possibility of weak
signals, if indeed
signals at all at
this difficult
stage in the sunspot cycle, I
soon decided
that a beam
would be essential if we wanted
to give this one
our very best
My deshot.
termination to
find a beam was
strengthened
further
even
when the operators in Newfoundland, Paul,
VOIHE, and
Dan, VOIMX,
told me the
likely operating conditions at their end: '100
Watts to a multiband dipole'.

The first I heard of the '25 June Operation',
as it became known in many an Email to
come, was when Roy Blanning, GONZU,
phoned me up at the beginning of June with
a rather mysterious request. 'Can we use
your station for a special link-up between
GB500JC and VO500JC at Signal Hill,
Newfoundland? There'll be a VIP message
from that end.
For the moment I
can't tell you
who the VIP is.
What I can tell
you is that before
she comes on the
air, she might
have to feed and
water the corgis.'
It took a while
for this to sink
in. Afterwards I
remember rushing out into the
garden and
blurting out to
Jane (who hates
the expression
'YL') in suitably
hushed tones,
'Amazing news,
but don't tell
anybody! Contact with Newfoundland coming up. VIP
message to me
here. It'll be
from the Queen,
the first time ever on amateur radio...'
Somehow I still couldn't believe it. However, the following highly stressful weeks

But where to borrow a beam? It seemed a

21 Dickensons Grove, Congresbury, Bristol,
BS19 5HQ, United Kingdom, with SAE and
adequate return postage or via the RSGB
bureau.

LUNDY ISLAND EU-120
From 30 September to 7 October 1997,
Taunton and District Amateur Radio Club
(TADARC) will be activating Lundy Island
(IOTA EU-120) with the special callsign,
GBOLI. We will be using an lcom IC725
and an 1C735 at 100 watts to a Cushcraft
R7000, wire dipoles and a Long Wire - with
the intention of getting out on 10 to 160
metres.

5V7A IN NOVEMBER
Roger Western, G3SXW

The Voo-Doo Contest Group is delighted to
announce their operation from Togo as
5V7A in the forthcoming CQ World-Wide
DX CW Contest on November 29 - 30,
1997.

QSL via the Buro - or Direct to Bill /
G3WNI or Tom / GOPSE. Alternatively,
Email applications (i.e. without a card) will
receive a QSL via the Buro, thus halving the
'via Buro' time. Addresses:

We will enter the multi-multi category with
eleven team members, eight one-kilowatt
stations (all TS-930 and Alpha amplifiers),
18 antennas (including nine Force 12 and
Cushcraft yagis and balloons/kites for a 160
metre 132 foot vertical)). This is an expanded operation from our 1996 project
which secured a first-place contest finish. A
sea container is en route from UK with 100'
of tower, 2500' of hard-line and 2000' of
rotor cable.

G3WNI - Bill Lindsay-Smith,Way Close,
Madford, Hemyock, Devon EX15 3QY
GOPSE - Tom Taylor, 19 Derwent Grove,
Taunton, Somerset TA 2NJ
E-mail: tom@ictaylordemon.co.uk
later.

Full details of this contest DXpedition are
on our Web page:

5H3/G3SWH
Phil Whitchurch, G3SWH

http://www.gemet.com/—k7wx/5v7a.html

I am pleased to announce that I shall be active on CW only all bands from 80 to 10
metres, conditions permitting, between 16 th
d September from mainland Tanza- and2'
nia as 5H3/G3SWH and between 22 °d and
29th September from Zanzibar Island (IOTA
AF-032) as 5H1/G3SWH.

Our sincere thanks to Warren Hill, K7WX,
for making this page so successful. It contains many photos, maps, QSL cards and
much more. Please drop by and also check
the "Flash" section from time to time for
latest news.

I shall be using one of the IOTA Committee's Yaesu FT-900AT transceivers with
100 watts to wire antennas. This is a holiday operation, and activity will probably be
restricted to 3 or 4 hours per day.

Team members will activate their personal
call-signs outside of the contest, including
WARC bands:
G3SXW 5V7A
G3ZEM 5V7ZM
G4FAM 5V7FA
GM3YTS 5V7RF

Specially printed QSL's will be available
either from my home address:
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DX4WIN really excels. DX4WIN contains a
country reference file that takes into account
dates. You can access the file from the
opening window and make changes in full
window style. Complete lists of aliases are
shown. The feature that I liked best is that
this reference data base is updated, whenever you log something that is different
from what the reference data base says. Assume you log VKOIR. DX4WIN will tell
you (as soon as you enter the call that it is
Heard Island) But the guy you work says he
is on Macquarie Island. You just change the
country to Macquarie in the relevant field in
the main (logging) window, and log the
QSO. At this time the reference data base
will now register that starting this date
VKOIR is Macquarie Island. You don't have
to manually update the data base, it is done
each time you tell the program something
different from what the current data base
says. And if you made an error, you can
easily access the data base and make
changes as required.
15. The labels. The QSL label generator
can generate labels with a single QSO or
with multiple QSO's. The software contains
an impressive data base of commercially
available labels of all sorts of dimensions.
You can also design your own label, or even
export the label data to an ASCII file and
use it with your own QSL label program. In
short: very complete, and well done.
16. QSL Managers. DX4WIN contains a
data base with 4854 QSL managers. This
data base can very easily be viewed and altered. When you type a call in the QSDL
manager field when entering a QSO, this
call will automatically be added to the data
base, with the data. A given call can have
various QSI., managers depending on the
date of the QSO. The data base, as supplied
is comprehensive but not without errors.
17. External Callbook support. When you
have a CD drive, you can access various
callbooks on CD, such as the well known

Buckmaster
18. Rotator control. If you are one of the
fortunate guys that have a rotator with a PC
interface, an extra free computer port,
DX4WIN will handle that as well. Really,
all you will have to do, is make the QSO.
DX4WIN will virtually automate your entire
station.
19. Log files and Group-names. DX4WIN is
not limited to a single log file. If you operate from different places with different calls,
you can create different log files, just like
you create different files in a word processor
program. In addition to that you can specify
group numbers. Group numbers can be used
to divide your log in different logical sections, allowing you to indicate changes in
operating conditions such as change of
QTH, callsign, a specific contest etc. When
you open a log, the program will use the default Selection which simply covers all
QSOs in the log. When you specify a Selection, DX4WIN will only show the QSOs
matching the Selection; acting in addition to
a QSO Filter.
20.

Contest mode. If you want to play
around in a contest, without being too serious and don't feel like starting up N6TR or
CT or NA, then DX4WIN can act just like a
non-sophisticated contest program. In contest mode you will need to specify the start
and ending time of the contest. The program
will generate sequential numbers in CW
when asked, and will alert you when you are
working a "dupe". Quite an nice feature for
entering a contest for a few hours.
CONCLUSION: If you are considering
switching to a very performing logging
software under Windows, at a reasonable
price, this is your product. I am impressed
with the product, and also - not the last- by
the service and responsiveness of both Steve
and Paul who are responsible for this excellent product.

simple enough proposition. However, after
phoning up many of the well-known amateur radio retailers it became apparent that I
was unlikely to get anywhere here. Understandably enough, even though the retailers
might be licensed radio amateurs themselves, they're basically businessmen. Unpackage a beam, or indeed any other antenna, and it immediately loses two-thirds of
its value. No way can it be re-sold as new.
On the other hand, a transceiver or accessory item, that's a different matter! We'd
be happy to lend you one of those, I was
told. It was very frustrating, but all part of
the considerable learning curve associated
with this '25 June Operation'.
Right from the start I should have mentioned 'the beam' to Dave Collins, G4ZYF,
the RSGB Liaison Officer for the Avon area.
When I did, his inimitable organisational
talents immediately went into overdrive.
He phoned me back later that day and said,
'I've found a beam for you. What do you
want, a 4-element 20 metre monobander or
a 3-element tribander? You can even have a
60' trailer-tower to go with it courtesy of the
Bristol RSGB's Contest Group. They have
access to a whole range of equipment, towers and antennas.
For this was something else I'd been worried about. When I find a beam, where do I
put it and how do I support it? The roof of
our 1822 listed building with its small
chimney stacks was fine for smaller, lightweight antennas, but a beam was a different
matter! The crank-up tower on its own
trailer, suitably installed in our drive, would
solve the problem. But would it all fit in?
Would we even get it through our gate?
Measurements were taken, but it would still
be a very tight squeeze. Many a restless
night followed. The trailer-tower finally
arrived - in the hands of that well-practised
team of aerial riggers, Robin G3TKF, Alan
G3XSV, Colin G3YHV, Clive G4NAQ and
Dave G4NKT. There was immense relief
when it did indeed fit in, although only just!

However, no way could we accommodate
the huge 4-element monobander, so it had to
be the 3-element tribander. Even that
seemed huge enough, especially to the
neighbours!
Up till then I'd been reluctant to contact any
of the local radio clubs, an obvious move
though it might have been. This was partly
because I've never been much of a 'club'
person, except in Gibraltar (GARS) under
my call there, ZB2FX. I was also keen to
make this a largely private operation with as
few people 'in the know' as possible.
There again, I wanted to steer well clear of
any possible local club 'politics'. But then
I needn't have had too many worries on this
score!
Meanwhile e-mail was proving invaluable.
This was the most efficient way for me to
keep in touch with the operators in Newfoundland, Paul and Dan, and keep each
other up to date with developments. In
particular, I had my doubts about their proposed TS-850 barefoot, '100W to a multiband dipole'.
If a beam was indeed a `no go' area at Signal Hill for aesthetic reasons, then how
about a dipole cut specifically for 20 metres? I was also sure that in the circumstances a linear would prove to be a must.
There were understandable reservations
here too because of possible breakthrough to
nearby audio and electronics systems. But
seeing as we'd only be transmitting for a
short time, surely it ought to be possible?
Yet another major uncertainty factor. With
only hours to go to the Big Event itself, Paul
and Dan pulled out all the stops and an SB200 linear was duly acquired. Without the
'amp' on their side, and the linear plus
beam on ours, we certainly wouldn't have
made it.
Frequency-wise we'd agreed on the bottom
end of the 20 metre band.

official Programme of Events, explained
exactly where we fitted in and patiently answered any questions. Important occasions
of this sort are planned down to the smallest detail. I even pushed for a slight modification to the Queens' message to at least
include a direct reference to either amateur
radio or Bristol, preferably both. However,
with the Society of Newfoundland Radio
Amateurs (SONRA) but one of the exhibitors on the telecommunications side at Signal Hill, Buckingham Palace were keen to
keep the Queen's radio message as general

Seventeen metres was briefly discussed as a
possibility, but soon rejected. A satellite
link seemed out of the question too. As for
30 metres, even if it were to be open between VO and G, then we could hardly expect the Queen to try her hand at CW!
Meanwhile our biggest worry remained poor
or even zero propagation, but then this was
obviously something over which we had no
control! Test skeds up to now, using our
own callsigns and acting as normally as
possible so as not to attract too much attention, hadn't been very promising. We were

the CW window while it is being transmitted. Letter spacing and weight control are
fully adjustable.

and to the remark field. If you have a radio
link between the computer and your transceiver, the frequency will entered automatically, just like the time. The program will
log your default RS(T). Neat! Again, all is
this is fully customisable, as you like it.
Changing it takes only seconds, no complicated set-up files to handle, it is all done
right from inside the program. The number
two window is the Log Window. It lists the
log in tabular form. Listing can be in any
imaginable order (by time, by call, by country or whatever), and you can include whatever fields from the main window you want.
Flexibility unlimited!

11. DX-Cluster. The DX-Cluster feature has
all the bells and whistles one could imagine,
and more. The best I have seen so far. There
are two windows. One (split) window shows
all the incoming data at the top (good for
monitoring), and whatever you typed
(commands etc.) in the bottom part. Once
the DX-cluster is up and running, you can
hide this window and pay all attention to the
separate window that lists the DX-spots.
You can listen to the DX announcements via
your sound-blaster system. At this time there
are ONLY voice announcements, but the
author is working on a CW announcement
as well (I would like that a little better...).
By double clicking with the Mouse on a
given announcement in the DX-spot window, your transceiver will automatically be
switched to the correct frequency and mode,
and the station's call will be entered in the
log. All you need to do is work the station,
and press enter, and the QSO will be logged.

The Same Call window is a nice feature.
When you type a call in the main window
call field, this window will immediately
show all QSO's you have had with this station before. Also, if you noted his name in
the (call-related) remark field, his name will
pop-up in the main window as soon as the
call is typed. Nice to be able to great the guy
by his first name. That's how you build a
reputation of having a good memory for
names..
.

12. Searching. The search facilities in
DX4WIN are unlimited. If you want to see
all the QSO's that you made on 160m, in
CW and for which you have not received a
QSO, just press F8 from the main window,
type 160 in the band window, CW in the
mode window and N in the Cnfm window,
and press enter. Within a fraction of a second the log window will now only list the
selected QSO's.

Other windows are: Country Window
(shows you which bands/modes you have
worked the country you are logging), a Sunrise/Sunset Window, an IOTA Window, a
State Window, A Zone Window, a Grid
Window (for VHF-ers) and last but not least
a CW window.

The "crew" in G3RFX' shack -1 to r: G3TKF, G2HRD, G3RFX, GONZU
as possible.

also worried about the distinct prospect of
QRM on 20 metres, IQOs, random tuneruppers... especially once people realised
what was going on. It would seem that nobody did!

By the morning of 25 June the tension was
considerable. I was nevertheless keen to
give GB500JC a brief airing on 80 metres
SSB for a few contacts around UK. Beyond
that I was far too preoccupied with our allimportant sked later in the day. And if it
didn't work out due to poor propagation,
then at least we could say we'd tried! In
the background we'd also have a constant
phone link with Newfoundland, so if all else

In between there were several lengthy conference calls with Jane Rutherford, the protocol officer with Canadian Heritage in St
John's. Although obviously slightly confused by the strictly amateur radio side of
the operation, she filled us in on the latest
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10. CW from DX4WIN. You can do CW
from the keyboard from inside DX4WIN,
and use the parallel (printer) port just like
with CT or NA (the contest programs).Six
pre-canned messages can be programmed
into F1-F6, and any text can be typed in the
CW window. Not that I think that a real CW
op will use this feature a lot, but the F1-F6
can be used just like any memory keyer,
with the advantage that the call of the station you work (logged in the main window
"Call field" can be part of any pre-canned
message. You also see the text scrolling in

13. Reports. DX4WIN will generate reports
for DXCC, WAS, WAZ, IOTA, WPX, US
Counties, TenTen, VUCC etc. Reports can
be generated for all bands, single band, with
our without deleted (DXCC) etc., lists can
be made for "needed" countries etc. The report generator is very complete.
14. The reference data base. But a report is
only accurate if the data base containing the
basic reference data is OK. This is where
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roughly half of what you pay for the new
Windows version of DX-Base.
6. Importing my old log. It's been over a
month now that I have installed DX4 WIN.
I.et me share some observations and highlights. Doing so, I will inevitably compare it
with DXB40 (DOS) which served me very
well for so many years.
First thing I did is importing the 130,000
QSO's from my old log program. DX4WIN
has provisions to import from just about any
imaginable logging program. It has the standard conversion keys, but you can change
them as you like. I had noticed that, while
DXBase has just one REMARK field,
DX4WIN has two very distinct remark
fields. One is linked to the call, the other
one to the particular QSO. In the first one
you might want to write the name of the operator, and his QTH. This information is
then shown in that remark field for all
QSO's with that same station. the second
remark field should be used to store data
related to that particular QSO. I use it to
store info about contest QSO's (e.g. "CQ
WW CW as OT7T"). When importing the
data from DX-Base, you should set the import filters of the DX4WIN program in such
a way that the Remark data are imported
into the QSO-related remark field (this is
NOT the standard). Later you can move
some of the data from one field to another
(names), but this will have to be done
manually. The two distinct remark fields are
very helpful indeed.
While importing my 130,000 QSO's
DX4WIN checks the data from the original
log (country, zone etc.) and compares it to
what it thinks it should be. Any discrepancy
is logged into the QSO-related remark field.
Very smart. You can later investigate and
make changes if necessary.
7. Log size, memory use. Then came my
first surprise: While my log file was 39
Mbyte with DX-Base it was only just over 9

Mbyte with DX4WIN! One major difference
between DX-Base and DX4WIN is that DXBase writes every QSO or change to the
disk, after each QSO or change. This is apparently why, with the New DX-Base Windows version, it takes such a long time to
log a QSO (several seconds). In DX4WIN,
all log data are loaded into RAM memory.
In case of my 130,000 QSO log, over 9
Mbyte of RAM memory is used to store the
log. It means you need a bit of Ram memory! But it also means that access to the data
is virtually instant. On the other hand, it take
approx. 30 seconds to load the data
(130,000 QSO's) into RAM when starting
up the program (with a 130 MHz Pentium).
DX4WIN saves the changes to your disk
every now and then. You can set the frequency yourself. As it only saves the
changes, this takes only a second or so.
8. Setting up DX4WIN. In the main menu
you find PREFERENCES. This is also
where you will enter your name and registration number. This is where you set up
packet, communication with your transceiver and even RTTY. Yes you can even do
RTTY right from DX4WIN!
9. The windows. DX4WIN is a windows
program. You can have up to 10 windows
open at the same time under DX4WIN. I
would not recommend you to do that unless
you have a large screen monitor though. The
main window holds the main data: Call,
Country prefix, Country name, Date, Time,
Band, Mode, etc. etc., including the two remark fields. In total there are some 44
fields, too many to enumerate. But you
don't have to worry about these 44 fields.
you can reduce the size of the main window
(in steps) and show only the main fields. A
very nice feature is that you activate each of
the fields individually. The only window
you cannot de-activate is the call window
(obviously!). If you like to operate "conteststyle", just activate the Remark (I) field,
where you type the name of the operator.
The cursor will now only go to the call field

failed we could always shout down that!
But we were hoping it wouldn't come to
this, and fortunately it didn't. Either way,
our phone bill this quarter was going to be
horrendous.
Later on 1 was joined by second operator
Cyril, G2HDR, and Robin, G3TKF. At
1745 UTC we made initial contact with
Newfoundland on what remained a surprisingly quiet band, with no QRM. Apparently we were booming in! Fifteen minutes
later we were off. 'VO500JC, this is
GB500JC...' And then the Queen herself
on the mike. It was when I heard her say 'I
am happy to know...' that I realised this was
really it! The emotion engendered by this
well-known voice suddenly coming across
to me live on 20 metres SSB, of all places,
was considerable. Yet I had to stay very
calm for my reply coming up, 'Thank you,
Your Majesty...' Definitely no '88' at the
end of this one either. Then suddenly it
was all over. Wow! We'd done it!
There was considerable media interest in
this historic contact, which was broadcast
live on Canadian television (CBC). I did
two interviews for BBC Radio Bristol and
appeared twice on HTV television, with
pictures of the station and the TA-331R in
our drive. I also like to think that this media coverage of our '25 June Operation' was
important in helping to dispel the popular
myth of us radio amateurs as a 'bunch of
anoraks' or mere Tony Hancock do-alikes.
By no means. Although we might be radio
'amateurs', many of us are also capable of
doing a highly professional job.
Special thanks to Waters & Stanton Electronics for the kind loan of an MFJ-986
ATU. Thanks too to Roger, G4WBV.
('Text of article submitted to the RSGB for
use in RadCom')

PHIL WIGHT, VS6DR - SK
by Fred Latin, K3ZO
It was with great sadness that I put down the
telephone on Saturday morning June 7 after
having just been informed by Chester Lunsford, XV5AC/W4EVG, that Phil Wight,
W5UHK/VS6DR, had died that morning at
the age of 57.
I first got to know Phil in 1968 when I was
assigned by the U. S. Information Agency
to the U. S. Information Service office in the
city of Chiang Mai in Northern Thailand's
Golden Triangle area. Though amateur radio was nominally illegal in Thailand in
those days, thanks to the research carried
out by another DXer who I have really been
missing for the past 10 years, Don Riebhoff,
K7ZZ/HS3DRJHS4ABM, who was assigned
to Thailand several months before I was, I
knew by the time I was ready to ship my
stuff to Thailand that in fact it was possible
to get on the air there, and so I put a Drake
line and NCL-2000 amplifier in my household effects shipment to Chiang Mai, along
with a 14AVQ vertical and odds and ends of
coax and wire.
Sure enough, through the good offices of the
late Thai Police Lieutenant Chankij Boonyaratvej, HS ICB, I was issued the call sign
HS3AL by the Society of Thai Amateur
Radio (STAR) of which he was President,
and once my gear arrived I put the vertical
up on my house in Chiang Mai and I was on
the air. I noticed at once that one of the
more active stations in the area was one
VS6DR out of Hong Kong. Since HS1CB
had asked those of us operating from Thailand to stay on SSB, since he was not about
to try to tune through the CW band to try to
find an HS station that might be operating
there when on SSB a voice provided instant
ID of the 15 or so of us that were privileged
to be operating from Thailand at the time,
an awful lot of evening on-the-air time was
spent just rag chewing in round tables on 20
meter SSB with other stations in the area,

must prominently VS6DR, who styled himself as the "biggest DXer in the Orient" not
because his country total was the highest-though he wasn't far behind the leaders-but because his approximately 500 pound
bulk cut an imposing figure at radio club
meetings in the area. Ile even topped the
famous "Big John" Van l.ear,
VE7112/YBOAAA----another good friend
who, sadly, has passed on since---who only
ran to about 330 pounds or so.
Phil was an excellent operator and at that
time was one of the high scorers in the area
in many of the major contests. Don
Riehhoff had already visited Phil in Hong
Kong so it was only natural that the first vacation I took after arriving in Thailand was a
trip to I long Kong, where Phil met me at the
airport in his chauffeur-driven Rolls Royce
with the specially-outfitted back seat to allow Phil's bulk to be transported around
town in regal comfort. I sat up front with
the chauffeur, and we headed for Phil's
town house apartment on Victoria Peak.
Phil leased the whole top floor of about a
four-story building at the very top of Victoria Peak. One of the first things we did on
arriving at Phil's place was to go to the roof
where I was given a guided tour of the
VS6DR rooftop antenna farm--a tribander
and wires at the very top of the local topography, with an unobstructed 360 degree
view of the horizon. I watched in amazement as aircraft lining up to approach Hong
Kong's Kai Tak Airport circled the colony
at altitudes well BELOW the altitude we
were standing at.
The Victoria Peak residence came with its
own Phil Wight story. Hong Kong was under rent control at the time, and so Phil's
Chinese landlord was forbidden to raise his
rent unilaterally. When Phil initially moved
there the rent was fairly expensive as Hong
Kong rents went, but once the real estate
market took off -- too much money chasing
too few available apartments—Phil ended
up with a real bargain, and refused to accept

a significant rent increase. Thus the landlord took the only legal step available to
him—he tore the building down and built a
new one. Phil eventually had to move
downtown to a much less desirable DX
QT11.
Phil was an excellent cook and as I recall he
whipped up a first-class Mexican dinner for
the two of us, and in a conversation that
went well on into the night I began to learn
a little about my fascinating host.
My first surprise was that Phil was actually
a couple of years younger than I was—I was
only 31 at the time—and yet he was already
an experienced hand in the Oriental colony's business circles. He was the Chairman and CEO of Pacifica Products, Ltd.,
and, despite the fact that it was still about
three years before the USA recognised the
Peoples' Republic of China, Phil was already doing big business with the
"mainland".
Phil was one of those people you meet in
your lifetime who had absolutely no fear of
failure. lie was willing to try anything that
seemed promising, and his business sense
proved to be right on the money most of the
time. Though a congenial and gracious
host, he evidently could throw his considerable bulk around in the business world when
he had to. He had begun his working life as
a bass player with a band in a Las Vegas
casino, and somehow found his way to
Hong Kong while still a very young man—I
never heard exactly how.
He was a specialist in finding a business
"niche" where there was a demand and no
one was fulfilling it. I am sure I don't know
the half of what his dealings with the PRC
amounted to, but one big profit centre was
his purchase of human hair from PRC traders which eventually found its way to hairbrush manufacturers in the States.
In succeeding years Phil even utilised his

user friendly.

by early 1997 had about 130,000 QSO's in
the log. The main data base had grown to 39
Mbyte in size, but on my Pentium 133Mhz
with fast hard drives re-indexing did not
really take more than a couple of minutes.

The second, found at

http: www.kb8uyzcom ctnarc
is the Central Michigan Amateur Radio
Club Web Site. While this Site is primarily
a "Club" Site, they do have a "Trader's
Page", which was recently started.

3. Dayton 1997. Dayton 1997, and here is
the Windows version of DX-base.
I
watched the demo in Dayton. And I was
immediately convinced... convinced that
this was NOT for me. I seemed like it took
endlessly to save a QSO. As I occasionally
like to run "contest style" on CW, this program would never keep pace with my QSO
rate.... Also I was surprised with the price
label on this product, both for DOS upgrades as well as new customers.

John, K IAE, says that whole lot of information on US islands may be found at:

blip: www.farislaw.cont usinsular.html
Islands covered by the above URL include:
American Samoa, Baker Island, Guam,
Howland Island, Jarvis Island, Johnston
Atoll, Kingman Reef, Midway Islands,
Navassa Island, Northern Mariana Islands,
Palmyra Atoll, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands,
Wake Island.

When I got home from Dayton, I found
hundreds of messages on the Internet commenting about the new Windows version of
DX-Base. I must say that most of the comments were not very good. It seemed like it
all just confirmed the general impression I
had after having seen the demo at Dayton.

The Araucaria DX Group has it's own site
at: lutp....4ww.ineparcom.br araucaria

DX4WIN - LOGGING
SOFTWARE

4. Meeting DX4WIN. This is when I first
saw DX4WIN mentioned on one of the reflectors. One of the messages said "Why
don't you guys give DX4WIN a try? It has
everything you want, including perfect
service, N6TR-style", the message said. The
same night I was playing around with the
demo version that I loaded down from
hitp://wwwerols.com/pvander/ . I was impressed. I played with it a few nights, but
still had some questions. I sent them to
Steve,
N4JF,
by
e-mail
(sbookout@mnsinc.com ) and got response
the same day! Some responsiveness!

John Devoldere ON4UN
(Taken from the Internet)
I. My first logging program. About seven
years ago, if I recall well, I decided to use a
Computer logging program to do all my
logging. Today, I am happy to say that I selected a very good program, probably the
best that was available. DX-BASE did just
about everything I wanted it to do, it was my
trusty companion for many years.
2. In search for a windows program. It must
have been 1994 or so, when I started using
Windows on one of my computers, and inquired with the people from DX-BASE
when they would have a Windows version
available. Not that it really was all that important at that time, as I was still using a lot
of DOS programs (and still am, right
now)."We're working on it" was the answer.

5. Getting my own copy of DX4WIN. Two
days later I decided to buy my copy of
DX4WIN. How? Via e-mail of course. I
send him my credit card number, and within
1 hour he sent me the zipped file containing
all the files. Two hours after having decided
that I wanted the software, it was mine! And
the price was right: just $69, which is

I kept using DXB-40 quite successfully, and
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calls and lists of station details, the WX and
their life story. There's nothing wrong with
all this in it's place but if you're trying run a
pile up, it's REALLY irritating. The last
thing you need is someone who is unsure of
their software and who holds the frequency
telling everyone what the weather is and
what rig they have etc etc. All that's needed
is to swap callsigns, signal reports and
names and get out. If the DX station wants a
chat then that's a different matter.

provide the most stringent test for a mechanical system using electro magnets. I
spent more than a few hours trying to adjust
an Creed 7ERP teleprinter to get it to send
proper marks and spaces. In the modem
computer age, all characters are equally
easy to send although some are more easily
confused than others at the RX. So I would
appeal to all RTTYers to end the sending of
long strings of R and Y. It is every bit as
easy to tune to your CQ call.

By listening, you can find out all you need
to know especially where to send the QSL
card. Periodically the DX station will send
all this stuff as routine. By asking for it unnecessarily, you are holding things up. You
can also discover if they are working split
frequency and if so where they are listening.
A skilled operator can often get through
within two or three attempts. If you are
calling over and over for half an hour or
more, then you are just QRM. Stop and go
back to listening. I know there's a worry
that you might lose a valuable 'new one',
but make a note of the time and try again
tomorrow. Even if you miss it altogether,
well never mind, it's only a hobby and not
worth getting hot under the collar about. In
any case when you first get into RTTY,
there are more than enough stations on the
air to be interesting.

That brings me to my final point this time.
Please keep CQ calls short but repeat them
often. I have even seen people send a long
CQ with a 'K' - the invitation to transmit
and then resend the complete CQ again and again.

CQ INTERNET
Odyo@aoLcorn
Like many amateurs, I have always been
more of an SWL than a transmitter. A series
of publications which have always been at
my side are the Klingenfuss Frequency
Guides. For full details of these fantastic
listings point your browser at:

hap:' ourworld.compuserve.corn homepages
Klingenfuss
Information about the Willis Island operation is at:

So that's the message for this time, Listen,
listen and listen again. When you do
transmit, keep it ultra short, save you life
story for another time.

hap:, www.keylink.com.au (xlxg odxgwillis9
7.html
DL2GG reports that Tortuga Island is represented at the following URL, which also
includes material about Ayes Island (YV0):

Even after you have the DX station in the
log, it can be great fun to listen to others
trying to get through and you will learn lot.

hap: 'www.q.91.net dl2gg index.hard

One of the irritating things that even seasoned DXers do is to send strings of
RYRYRYRYR. This is every bit as annoying as the SSBers 000000000HHLAH
and just as unnecessary. It dates from the
days of mechanical printers and we used to
use strings of RYRY to test for distortion.
The reason is that the marks and spaces for
R and Y are reversed. So strings of R and Y

Jim, KBSTNQ, invites all amateurs to visit
the following sites:
The first, hap://www.kb8ur..com'kb8ing is
the KB8TNQ Ultimate Amateur Radio
Page! and is a great source for the Ham and
even those interested in getting into the
hobby. With a plethora of links and a "Site
0' the Week" Jim hopes you'll find this Site
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knowledge of Las Vegas to charter aircraft
so that high rollers from Hong Kong's business elite could travel non-stop to Las Vegas
in style and gamble to their hearts' content.
However that business generated so much
loose cash that some of Phil's employees
were tempted to get light-fingered, and he
eventually dropped that line of endeavour.
Of more interest to me was the fact that Phil
was astute enough to obtain for Pacifica
Products the exclusive franchise for all of
China from several Japanese radio manufacturers, who had no objection to granting
such a franchise since everyone knew that
the Chinese Government couldn't afford to
buy modem radios anyway. A few years
later when the Peoples' Liberation Army
modernised its communications systems,
Phil literally "cleaned up" with the commissions he received.

line of an article which was circulated all
over the world. Imagine my satisfaction
when an article I wrote about the ITU
banned country list actually drew a response
from Dick Baldwin, W1RU, then the
ARRL's Assistant General Manager (and
now, of course, the President of IARU).
It was not long after my return to Thailand
that Phil began making ever-more-frequent
visits to Thailand, and if Don and I could
get to Bangkok on such occasions we
would. Most of our time there was spent on
guided tours of Bangkok night life provided
by the radio club President Lt. Chankij, who
of course as a police detective knew where
the action was. This being a family list, I
will go into no graphic descriptions of what
happened, except to say that Phil was an
enthusiastic participant in whatever it was
that we did on such occasions, despite the
scepticism of some business owners as to
whether his size would allow him to fully
participate in all of the evening's activities.

My days during my stay in Hong Kong were
spent using Phil's downtown office as headquarters for my foray into Hong Kong's
commercial districts where I had several
suits made to order for a pittance of what
they cost in the states, and otherwise
watched in fascination as Phil spent his days
signing contracts and business letters put in
front of him in myriad folders by his faithful
secretary Ceci, whom he later married.

Following our diplomatic assignments in
Thailand, both Don Riebhoff and I were
transferred to Viet Nam, where there was a
war going on at the time and the U.S. Government made it rather clear that if you
wanted to continue to have a career in the
U. S. Diplomatic Service, a tour as a civilian
advisor in Viet Nam would have to be
served eventually—why not now?

On one of the evenings I was there he took
me over to the China Fleet Club where the
Hong Kong Amateur Radio Transmitting
Society was having its weekly session of the
DXers' Liars and Barfly Society—not a real
club meeting but sort of a "can you top this
one?" bull session complete with plenty of
Gilbey's Gin and Schweppes Quinine Water
flowing as the tropical night went on.

Naturally Don and I started working on getting ham radio legalised in Viet Nam and
OHM Magazine was a big ally in our efforts, lending its pages to whatever we
wanted to write about what we were doing.
Don and I met Chester, W4EVG, who was
already in Viet Nam when we arrived, literally by following the coax lead-in from a
monstrous 4-el quad on top of an American
Government apartment building to the
apartment where it entered the building.
Chester, who was to have the major role in
establishing the first legal ham station in
Viet Nam in many years, was a new enlistee

Also by this time Phil had begun a ham radio magazine in Hong Kong called OHM
(for Oriental Ham Magazine), which gave a
number of us expat hams in the Orient a
chance to become authors for the first time
in our lives. There was no pay involved, but
it was still nice to see one's name on the by-
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in the "Phil Wight Fan Club" and in Phil's
final years he had no more loyal friend than
Chester, who held Phil's hand by e-mail
more than the rest of us in order to try to
keep Phil's mind off his health problems
It was not long after our arrival in Viet Nam
that Phil began making Saigon a regular
stop on his business travels throughout the
area I'll never forget the time that Phil
came down to Saigon on his way to the very
first Southeast Asia Net Convention in
Penang, Malaysia, so that we could all fly
over to the Convention together. We were
scheduled to fly Air Viet Nam to Bangkok,
with a stop in Phnom Penh, and, after overnighting in Bangkok, to take a MalaysiaSingapore Airlines flight to Penang. We got
to the Air Viet Nam check-in counter at
Saigon's airport only to find that Phil was
carrying no health card showing that he had
been vaccinated against yellow fever.
Thailand was rather strict at the time about
not allowing people to enter its territory
from war-torn places like Viet Nam without
health certification, and Air Viet Nam was
not willing to let Phil board the flight without one, since they might be forced by Thai
authorities to return him to Saigon from
Bangkok free-of-charge. Never in my life
have I argued so tenaciously with airline officials as on that occasion; we couldn't
conceive of being at the SEANET Convention without our big friend. Finally I got the
airline to produce a release-from-liability
form-- which it turned out they had all
along - and once Phil signed it we were on
our way. Oh, yes—the Thais never asked
him about his health!
On our stop at Phnom Penh airport we stood
under the wing of the 727 on the tarmac
waiting until the local passengers were
ready to board--since there was no power
truck keeping the plane cool while it was on
the ground --fantasising about one day getting Cambodia on the air as well Not long
thereafter, "Big John" Van Lear—who was
the one who organised this first SEANET

Convention -- managed to accomplish that
feat

irEq04A90 CORNfie
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We stayed that night in the Monthien Hotel
in Bangkok. My memories of what happened that night are fuzzy, but the next
morning I joined Phil in his suite for breakfast, which he ordered delivered to his
room, and I remember that for the first time
in my life I saw one of those extra-long shoe
horns which was how Phil got his shoes on
in the morning. Having expanded my girth
considerably in recent years, I now utilise
such an apparatus myself.
Off we went to Penang and the convention,
and we had a great time - - all 17 of us. Ed,
W2MIG, who was 9VIQD at the time, was
another one of the participants.
I left Viet Nam just after Chester had managed to get the first legal ham station going
there, but Don and Chester stayed on, and
Phil Wight got very interested in getting the
Spratly Islands on the air. He devoted several issues of OHM Magazine almost singlemindedly to the effort, and even went along
on the first, abortive DX-pedition, though he
had to stay on the mother ship because if he
had tried to get off on the dinghy it probably
would have tipped over. On succeeding efforts, including the successful one, Phil was
satisfied to cheerlead on 20 meters from his
shack in Hong Kong, but there is no doubt
that his enthusiasm helped drive the effort to
its eventual success when Chester and Don
along with WB4UZP, N5TP and "Scotty"-WA4??? -- made several thousand QSO's
from one of the Spratlys.
I had only had sporadic contact with Phil
after that until last summer, though mutual
friends had told me about encountering Phil
in his electric vehicle prowling the exhibit
floor at electronics conventions. Among
those keeping me informed of Phil's activities was Phil's long-time accountant, Vince
Chinn, K6KQN. Then last summer, inasmuch as I was going to be in the San Fran-

RTTY
Peter Halls, G4CRY
To begin, I would like to offer my thanks to
G3PMR and G3XTT for their positive and
helpful comments about my fledgling RTTY
column. I have never been a columnist before and am finding it a challenge. However,
I do enjoy writing especially when I get in
front of a keyboard! Perhaps this is why I
enjoy RTTY so much. As other writers have
said before me, it's a lot easier to write if
there is something to write about so your
comments for and against are very welcome.
As Don says we can enjoy a healthy debate among friends.' If you want to contact
me, my CBA is correct in the latest books
and if you are on the Internet my address is

especially when following a good audio filter. I have found it as good as, if not better
than, many other software/hardware combinations on the market. It would be wonderful if ERA or MFJ could produce a RTTY
sender to go with the existing boxes. We
would then be able to get on the air cheaply
with RTTY and better still, go portable.

halls@btinternet.com

If you are fortunate enough to have a PC already then I can recommend the HAMCOM
software by DL5YEC. It is freely available
although you should register your copy with
DL5YEC so that he can continue development. You will also receive the latest version. HAMCOM needs only a simple, one
chip, interface between the TX/RX and the
PC. A circuit diagram comes with the software or you can buy a kit for £30 or so. I got
mine from Badger Boards.

Don also asks in his letter to the Editor for
tips on RTTY DXing. Well I'll do my best
and see what you think. I am aware though
that many of you are accomplished DXers
already and probably know a lot more than
me about DXing, RTTY or otherwise!

After that, the sky's the limit of course. You
can pay hundreds of pounds for dedicated
PC boards and add on units, but there's no
need. I have many QSOs in the log with
people using HAMCOM. (As a bonus, you
can even get into SSTV and WFAX with it).

I would begin by pointing out that RTTY is
a great mode for DXing and I feel it has
some advantages over other modes. For example, I have the original 'small garden'
and find I can specialise in 20m where the
majority of RTTY activity happens. A dipole or quarter wave vertical is all you need
to work all of Europe, down into Africa,
across to the Caribbean, much of Eastern
USA and Canada. Even further on a good
day or with more power. It should be possible to wring your first 100 RTTY countries
out of that!

As in many fields of endeavour, it's not the
kit that counts but the techniques. The saying "All the gear and no idea" is also true in
RTTY! I cannot over stress how important
it is to begin by listening. I see many irritating and difficult QSO's stutter across the
screen where someone has got kilted up and
launched into a QS0. Make sure you can
operate the software in RX mode first. Quite
a lot of software offers a bewildering array
of facilities and it's easy to press the wrong
button. So practice in RX mode first. This
will help you to see what the form of a typical RTTY QSO is.

RTTY has a reputation of being a rather expensive mode and I suppose this can be true.
There are no cheap dedicated RTTY senders
for example, although MFJ and ERA produce boxes that will read RTTY very well.
In fact, the ERA Microreader is excellent

All the RTTY software packages I know offer a facility for storing common messages
which can be spat out machine gun like at
the touch of a Pf key. So people store CQ

EASICQWW SOFTWARE
In association with GOMDO, a new software program called "EasiCQWW" has been developed
to support the October/November CQWW SWL Challenges. Anyone who is considering entering either of the Challenges and who is able to log by computer will find EasiCQWW of tremendous benefit. Apart from EI5DI's "SDL", it is the only dedicated SWL contest logging program. As well as providing a separate log for each band, it scores your entry as you go along
and produces a multiplier check sheet and a cover sheet. There is also a facility which enables
you to transfer your log from paper to computer after the Challenge. EasiCQWW will really
take the strain out of entering the SWL Challenges.
EasiCQWW VI 02 is a DOS program but can be run under DOS or Windows. Memory requirements are very small and it will run on any system with a minimum of 256k memory and
one floppy drive. However a hard disk drive will speed things up and will allow a log up to
32,000 entries!
Why not send for a copy - to Don Ward GOMDO, 9 Little Lane, East Morton, Keighley, West
Yorkshire I3D20 5UQ, England. The cost is 5IRCs or $2. The software is also available free
from Don's Internet Homepage - hup: www.kay-dee.cauk eaSiCq14, 14'.hIrn

RULES FOR CDXC HONOR ROLL CHASER TABLE
Rules:
Open to all licensed CDXC members.

Open to UK licensed non-members. They will be encouraged to join CDXC but will be
deleted from future tables if they remain non-members.
Open to those who have already achieved HR status.
Qualifying number: 250 current DXCC Countries confirmed in one or more of the
categories: CW, SSB and Mixed, with both current and all-time confirmed scores being shown.
Position in the table will be determined by the following order Current Mixed Score,
All-time Mixed Score, Callsign seniority. For single mode entries, the mixed score will
be assumed to be equal to the mode score.
Entries to he sent to the Newsletter Editor by the usual publication deadline.
The table will be published in the July, November and March issues of the Newsletter

.

Special CDXC Honor Roll Chaser Certificates are available to all entrants with scores of
270 or more who have not yet achieved Honor Roll status. Certificates are printed by the
Newsletter editor and may be applied for at any time. This award is open to licensed
amateurs only, reflecting the ARRL DXCC Honor Roll which has similar eligibility rules.
If you qualify and have not yet achieved FIR status do please submit your score. If you are
already on the table, please update your scores, even if they have not changed. Those not
updating within a year of their last update will be deleted from the table.

cisco area for the World Radiosport Team
Championships anyway, my XYL Somporn
and I accepted a long-standing invitation to

BERT FAGEOL, PJ8AD - SK

he house guests of Phil's. By this time Phil

William Bertram Fageol, Jr., passed away

had been having serious health problems for
years, and though Pacifica Products was still
going great guns in Hong Kong, Phil was a
virtual shut-in at his house in Mountain
View. Immobile as he was, his old brain
was still racing ahead as always, and it
wasn't long before I had forgotten his infirmities as we got caught up in a passionate
review of what had happened since we had
last seen each other in Bangkok in 1979,
during my second tour of duty in Thailand.
I am really pleased that my XYL Sompom
got to meet him and see what a great guy he
was.

suddenly on 30 June, 1997 on the island of
Saba, Netherlands Antilles, at the age of 88.

One final anecdote illustrates the way Phil
went about doing things in his own original
way. I happened to remark that his home
telephone and fax numbers both seemed like
the kind of numbers that would be assigned
to the switchboard of a major business or
government establishment -- numbers like
568-9600 and 568-9400. He answered that
when he had moved into the house he had
programmed an automatic dialler to dial
every number ending in "double-zero" in the
area, and finally he found two such numbers
where an automatic recording informed him
that "the number you have dialled is no
longer in service." He then asked the phone
company for those numbers and got them.
Unfortunately our stay as Phil's house guest
was all too brief, as the very next day Phil
was ordered by his doctor to go back into
the hospital. After I left for the WRTC festivities that day, I never saw my friend in
person again, though Somporn stayed at the
house that day and accompanied him to the
hospital. 1 now regret not having made a final effort to get by the hospital to see the old
boy.
A real original has passed from among us,
someone who vastly enriched the lives of
every one he touched. RIP, Phil Wight!

Herb Asmussen, GOWAZ

He was born in Oakland, CA and after obtaining degrees in Mechanical Engineering
and Business he joined the family business
of coach manufacturing. As VP for export
sales he travelled extensively and when he
landed the contract for the supply of busses
to Rio de Janeiro he spent six months in PYland.
Bert was first licensed in 1920 as 6SP and
operated a powerful spark transmitter.
When he moved to Ohio he became
W8OPO and in 1960 the family moved to St
Thomas and KV4AD gave a "new one" to
thousands of hams around the world. Bertram and his wife Suzie narrowly escaped
serious injury when they received a direct
hit from hurricane Hugo in the late eighties.
For several months Bert carried water and
petrol for the generator up the hill to their
house.
After Hugo they decided to move from St
Thomas to Saba, where they have a beautiful house way up on the side of the extinct
volcano overlooking the tiny runway of the
Saba airport. This is where the potent signal
of PJ8AD emanated from His shack was 30
steps up the hillside from the main house
with a generator with automatic start-up and
shut-down in an adjacent room. Bert built
much of his equipment himself, especially
antennas. His latest liF aerial was an 11element log-periodic which for many years
radiated a beacon-like signal on 18MIlz.
He leaves behind his XYL Suzie, four children - one of which is Bill, KA9A. Bert's
always cheerful voice and gentlemanly behaviour on the air will be missed not only by
his close friends on 18130 and 14188, but
by many, many other hams around the
world.

ZS JOTTINGS
Don Field G3XTT
A business trip to South Africa in midAugust gave me an opportunity to meet up
with old friend Chris ZS6EZ and look at
how his new station is coming along. The
plan, following a week of business meetings, was to meet up with Chris, Annemarie
and new arrival Lisa, and spend the weekend with them before heading home to the
UK.
The weekend certainly started in style. Annemarie drove me to Grand Central airport
where Chris was waiting to fly me to
Bloemfontein for an evening with Bernie,
ZS4TX, a keen lowbander and a loqg-time
DXpedition buddy of Chris. The 250 mile
flight took two hours in a Diamond Katana,
a very new design of two-seat single-engine
aircraft, with fibreglass airframe and excellent fuel consumption (less than a family car
travelling the same distance). We were flying in darkness, and the views of the Johannesburg area were incredible. Bernie was
waiting for us and whisked us off to pick up
a take-away pizza before heading to his
beautiful home on the outskirts of Bloemfontein. I looked enviously at the DX he has
been working on 160 metres recently, shuntfeeding his 100ft tower, top loaded with a
KT-34XA and 2-element 40 metre beam. It
was also a delight to meet Bernie's charming wife Ronel who is licensed as ZS4TZ.
We flew back in the early hours, landing at
Grand Central at 2am.
The following morning was taken up helping Chris fix a new clutch cable to his car.
tie kept hinting that he was expecting visitors, but didn't say who. So I was pleasantly
surprised when ZS6P and his wife arrived. I
had seen ZS6P's antennas from a distance
on a previous visit, but had never met the
man himself. Tjerk is contest manager for
SARI., and a keen DXer, albeit exclusively
on SSB.

Chris had arranged a ZS visitor's licence for
me, so in the evening we drove up to his
new station, currently under construction.
The location is a hilltop high above Pretoria,
with excellent take-offs in all directions,
and will eventually boast an LF tower with a
Force 12 80/40 Yagi, and an IIF tower with
the top 24 metres rotating, in order to support stacks for 15 and 10 and a very high
(140ft) Yagi for 20 metres. Currently there
is just one tower in place, with a Force 12
C-3 tribander and a 40-2BA for 40. The
tower can be shunt-fed on 80 and 160. Despite being in its formative stages, Dennis
G3MXJ used this station earlier this year to
win the FOC Marathon, operating as
ZS6FOC. En route to the station we dropped
in on Ed ZS6UT, another low-band enthusiast, and one of the few ZS stations I have
worked on topband.

As always, all this was proof again that
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1997 CQWW SWL CHALLENGE
The aim of the challenge is to log as many countries as possible.
SSB: In the 48 hours from 0000 on 25 October 1997 to 2359 on 26 October 1997. CW: in the
48 hours from 0000 on 29 November 1997 to 2359 on 30 November 1997. The rules are the
same for both the SSB challenge and the CW challenge. Please read the rules carefully.
RULES
1.
2.
3.

I managed a few hundred QSOs over the
course of the weekend, entirely on 30 and
17 metres, but certainly didn't want to while
away the whole of the time playing radio.
As it was, Chris ZS8IR (normally ZS51R
and now ZS6RI) came round the following
morning, and we spent some time cataloguing the damage sustained by the Battle
Creek Special on Marion Island, so that the
guys back in the US could decide what replacement parts needed to be shipped (this
Battle Creek Special is held in South Africa
by ZS6EZ, for use by expeditions embarking from that part of the world). I also went
back to ZSSIR's house to help him erect a
Butternut vertical, as he is starting to miss
working the pile-ups, having now been back
from Marion for a few months (though he
will certainly get his fill once more when he
joins the North Cook team in September).
Finally, we dropped by ZS6P's place to look
at the wonderful antenna set-up. One tower
(100ft high) carries a 3-element M-squared
40m Yagi, plus a KT-34XA, and is also
shunt-fed for 160. A second tower carries a
large monobander for 10 metres, plus a VHF
beam. Both towers are largely invisible
amid the luxurious undergrowth. But there

amateur radio friendships can add enormously to the pleasure of one's travels, and
I am very grateful to Chris (ZS6EZ) and
Annemarie for playing host.

again, you need big beams in that part of the
world, when all the main sources of QSOs
are at least 5000 miles away.

SWLs may listen at any time during the 48 hour periods.
Only one station from each DXCC country may be logged on each of the main
amateur bands (28, 21, 14, 7, 3.5 and 1.8MHz).
There will be 3 sections "A": Single operator
"B": Multi-operator-multi receiver.
"C": Multi-operator-single receiver.

NOTE: Any SWL with access to a packet cluster or a web-cluster will be classified in Section
"C".

7.
8.
9.

Points will be as follows:
a) Countries in the SWLs own continent score I point on each band. Countries
outside the SWLs own continent score 5 points on each band.
b) The final score shall be the total of the countries heard on the six bands multiplied by the total number of points from each of the six bands (for example,
400 countries x 900 points = a score of 360,000).
Entries must show a) Date; b) Time (GMT); c) Callsign of station heard. The callsign of the station being worked is NOT required; d) RS(T) of station heard at
SWLs QTH. No station may be logged whose RS(T) is less than 33(9).
A country multiplier check sheet MUST be provided. Only countries shown on the
official DXCC List shall count as a multiplier.
Computer generated logs are welcome.
Logs should be sent to: Bob Treacher, 93 Elibank Rd., Eltham SE9 I QJ, England
Logs MUST be postmarked no later than: SSB 24 Nov 97; CW 29 Dec 97.

10.

Certificates will be awarded. Entrants wishing to receive a copy of the Results

4.

5.

6

Booklet MUST include cel, $2 or 2[RCs to offset the cost of printing the Results
Booklet and postage.

"There are 3 kinds of people in this world. Those who count, and those who
don't"
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